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8% hike
Publishers set textbook prices
By Brian Rawdon
staff writer

JMU students paid 7 to 8 percent more
for books this year, according to the
bookstore director.
Although the bookstore does not set the
prices, it does make a profit from textbook sales. Publishers sell books to the

Shaping up
(top) Shelley Walker, a JMU senior,
"pumps Iron" at the . Logan Fitness
Confer while Barbara Bolenbaugh, also
a senior, stretches before her workout
The women's fitness center Is located
in the basement of Logan Hall and is
opsn from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m. during the
week and 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. on
weekends. Aerobic classes also are
available.
Staff photos by Steven Eaton

bookstore with a 20 percent discount off
the retail price.
While not all books cost more, the total
cost of books has risen over the past year,
said Shirley McKinney.
The publisher sets the retail price, she
said. "Some would raise only a $1 on a
$20 book. Some (price increases) are 1
percent and some could be 20 percent."
The bookstore buys used books if
possible, she said. Books are bought at SO
percent of the original cost and then sold
by the bookstore for 75 percent of retail, a
25 percent profit.
The discount, however, is not passed on
to students. Instead, the profit is used to
pay for the cost of running the bookstore,
McKinney said. "We have expenses that
cannot be eliminated." The money is
used to pay for ordering new books, to
return unsold books to the publishers and
to paying salaries and general overhead.
Unsold books are returned to the
publisher when possible, McKinney said.
''"We return some unused books to the
publisher for credit. We do not return
them for dollars."
Some books are returned at a loss and
not all books can be returned to the
publisher. "We can't return everything,"
she said. "Some publishers will limit you
to how many you can sell back."
Books that are returned usually carry
freight and restocking charges that the
bookstore must pay.
One reason for selling books back to
the publisher is because academic departments , which determine what books to get
and how many, often order too many textbooks for the classes, she said.
Academic departments do not consider
that students will buy used books, share
books with friends or not buy books at
all, she said. This results in an overstock.
After the first week of classes, only
about 20 percent of the remaining books
will be sold, McKinney said.
Although over-ordering by the departments is a problem, the bookstore does
not try to influence decisions by the professors or departments on what books to
purchase, she said. "We can't infringe on
the academic freedom of a professor."
The profits from textbooks sales do not
constitute the majority of the profits of
the bookstore. The bookstore makes most
See BOOKS page 2 ►
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Books

You've got
two weeks

»► (Continued from page 1)

of its money from the sale of "nonrequired material," such as clothing,
magazines and paper, McKinney
said.
Profits are funneled back into the
university, which runs the
bookstore, she said.
The JMU bookstore has little
competition. The Student Government Association holds a used
booksale at the beginning of each
semester. Harrisonburg is not a large
enough market for textbooks to attract stores that can sell textbooks at
a discount, she added.
Last semester, the bookstore took
over the "cash for books" program
in the bookstore lobby at the end of
each semester. Students can sell old
books for cash, though at a considerable cut off of the original retail
price.
In the past, the program was run
by persons outside the university.
The bookstore will follow the
Follet Blue Book Buying Guide, the
guide used by the previous operators
of the "cash for books" program.
The prices in the buying guide are
based on how popular a particular
book is and where it can be sold.

If you want to
be a cartoonist
for The Breeze,
call Gwen Fariss,
managing editor,
at 6127

The following paid positions fa the March 1966 to March
1986 staff of The Breeze are being filed The deadkie to
apply is Friday, Feb. 15 at 5 p.m. Applications are
avalabte at The Breeze office In the basement of
Anthony-Seeger HalL

or write
The
Breeze, AnthonySeeger Hall.
► News editor
► Assistant news editor
► News reporters
► Features editor
► Assistant features editor
► Feature writers and columnists
► Sports editor
► Assistant sports editor
► Sportswriters
► Editorial editor
► Assistant editorial editor
► Columnists

Earn money doing
what you like to
do. '
Apply today.

► Wire and copy editor

THURSDAY, JANUARY 31

► Assistant business manager
► Photo editor
► Photographers
"^\** Copy camera operator

BACKROOM

► Production manager
► Paste-up people
► Typists
► Ads design manager
► Ads designers

Be Here Early For Our
BEATTHE-CLOCK SPECIALS
Doors Open At 8:00 pm. 51 Court Square 434-4464

► Ads salespeople
►Artist
► Librarian
► Subscription manager
► Driver
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Computer for SGA proposed
By H.I. Irabl and
Bill Qoodykoontz
A proposal that the Student
Government Association spend
$4,000 on a computer for itself
was sent to the SGA Finance
Committee Tuesday for review.
Even though the decision on
whether to buy the computer will
be made by those who would use
it, SGA President Dan Riordan
said he doesn't see it as a conflict
of interest.
Riordan said it would be no
more of a conflict of interest than
the SGA handling its own frontend budgeting, which it does
every year, "but that's never
been a problem."
SGA Secretary Janie Craig
siid, "The money is contained in
the reserve account for purposes
such as this."
The computer would be used in
the SGA office for filing, bookkeeping and other office jobs, she
said.
The proposal was made by
John McKeever, Hoffman
senator.
In other SGA action:
Eight new Student Govern-

ment Association senators were
elected this week.
The new SGA senators are:
commuter senators Rick DeJarnette, Michelle McGrath, Jay
Nogle, Joni Shelton, Anna-Marie
Termini, Art Thomas, Steven
White; and Greek senator Katie
Allen, from Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority.
Five new positions were opened, for commuters, following the
passage of a proposal that makes
the proportion of commuter
senators to commuter students
equal to the proportion of oncampus senators to on-campus
students.
Frederikson and Logan halls
have not yet elected new senators.
In other business Tuesday, the
SGA passed a proposal to
allocate S310 to Phi Sigma Tau, a
philosophy honor society, to
sponsor a speaker.
Other proposals brought up
before the SGA:
• Katie Allen, Greek senator,
proposed cutting back the gate
which leads to Greek row to
allow people to pass through.
• Chris AUshouse, commuter
senator, proposed finding a new

place for SGA meetings because
of lack of sufficient space in the
current meeting room.
• Randy See, chairman protempore, proposed allocating
$400 for a new typewriter for the
honor council; he also proposed
allocating $1,348 for the College
Republicans to attend a convention in Roanoke.
• McKeever proposed giving
$440 to Phi Epsilon Kappa, a
physical education club, for a
jump-rope-a-thon.
In response to questions raised
about public drunkenness arrests,
Ken Harrell, chairman of the
Legislative Action Committee,
said he talked to Alan MacNutt,
director of campus police, who
said campus police are responsible under law if they do not arrest
a person drunk in public.
"They go according to smell
and appearance. There is no set
alcohol blood level (for an
arrest)," Harrell said.
Steve Schwab, commuter
senator, said, "If an officer sees
you drunk, instead of an arrest, it
would be feasible for the officer
to help you work things out and
get home."

El Salvador
play planned
A two-man drama, "A Peasant of
El Salvador," will be performed at
JMU on Saturday at 8 p.m. in
Wilson Hall.
The performance is being sponsored by JMU's Latin American
Studies Committee and Eastern
Mennonite College's departments of
sociology and social work, history,
modern languages, and peace and
justice.
The two actors will portray many
characters, focusing on the lives of
one peasant family in El Salvador.
The central character is an aging hill
farmer trying to maintain the life he
has always known, rooted in his
land, faith and family.
The play, set in El Salvador from
1973 through the present, was written by Peter Gould to honor Archbishop Romero, slain on Palm
Sunday 1980 in San Salvador.
"A Peasant of El Salvador" is
performed by Gould and Stephen
Stearns, who has a Ph.D. in drama
from the University of Washington.
Information and events in the play
are based on the performers' travel
experiences and interviews.

Effects of proposed drinking age discussed
By Palga Halraton

If Virginia's drinking age is raised, it will be enforced on the JMU campus, the associate dean of
students said Monday night.
Al Menard spoke as part of a panel meeting in
the Warren Campus Center Ballroom to discuss
the implications of raising the drinking age to 21.
Menard said the school percei ved the students to
be adults and the university doesn't intend to act as
a parent, but if the bill does pass it will be enforced
on campus.
Menard addressed the issue in relationship to
what effect the bill, if passed, would have on JMU
students. He said the university took great part and
concern in students' curricular activities, as well as
their extracurricular activities, which can include
alcoholic beverages.
"There are no quick and easy solutions to the
problem," Menard said.
The other panel members were David Rood,
director of the Alcohol Safety Action Program and
Anne Bullis, representative from the Shenandoah
Treatment Center.
' According to campus police, this past year there
were 92 drunk-in-public charges and 35 arrests for
driving under the influence. Most were students.
Rood said his reason for supporting the drinking
age is to save 5,000 lives a year. He said he thinks
more should be done as Ear as education is concerned and that parents should take a look at their
own drinking.
"A lot of abusive behaviors are learned
behaviors," he said. He also said until movement
is made toward a more responsive society that's
better educated, there will always be the same
drinking problems.
Rood said he believes raising the drinking age
will be the best way to achieve a reduction in

Staff photo by Steve Eaton

David Rood, Anna Bullis and Al Manard dlacuaa railing tha drinking ags Monday.
alcohol-related fatalities until the long-term goals
of better education, enforcement and communication in our society are accomplished.
Bullis didn't have a stand on raising the drinking
age. Her main concern was the ignorance of society toward alcohol.
"We come from a disease model in that
alcoholism is a disease — a fatal disease." She said

from a disease model one can be born an alcoholic
if he ingests a certain amount of alcohol from his
mother through the fetal system.
Bullis said hangovers are a withdrawl symptom
in which the central nervous system has adapted to
alcohol. She said the most common myth people
have about hangovers is that they are caused by
dehydration.
t
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Returning This Semester

RESUMES that get results!

Imitate your favorite star!

OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS!
WE HAVE:
• FREE brochure with tips t>n how to write resumes.
• Typesetting only $10.00 per page for one-week service.
(Additional charge for faster service.)
*Printed quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high
quality paper. Prices vary with quantity.
• Extra sheets and envelopes to match.
AISO STOP BY FOR:
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to
l>rowse through our catalogs.
W£ HAVE SUF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR
OTHER COPY NEEOS — St per copy with I.D.

•COPIES 5«

/$*#*

PRINTING

KWIK-KOPY PRINTING
35 Kenmore Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
(Street behiixl Clovcrlcnf McOonMjjriKm^_PhmoBuMin^

433-2828

DID YOUR CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEARS PARTIES
TAKE THEIR TOLL ON YOUR STEREO EQUIPMENT?
Then bring your hungover equipment to R.A.S. Electronics. R.A.S. is your complete Audio Service Center for
all major brands of home and car stereo equipment. We
have many years experience in the audio servicing field,
and offer factory warranty service on PANASONIC,
TECHNICS, SONY, MARANTZ, JENSEN, JVC, and more!
We also sell PIONEER, CLARION, and SANYO car
stereos and JENSEN speakers.

R.A.S. Electronics

Contestants must bring their own music
Drop form by JM's Pub A Deli
1007 S. Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va. 22801 -

JM's LlpSync Entry Form
Name(s)

1469 South Main St.
433-9327

(3 blocks south of Campus in the Kline Reality Building)
We're open 10-5:30, Sat. 9-1 Closed Wed. and Sun. '

Act:
Phone

^THGrWRLOOH
• Shampoo, Cut, Style

$10.50
Month of February
i

Your Sprlngf—t BoWday In aMwwi ttioludeet

(We Style, You Smile)

. i

Carlo, EdanRoc or Holiday Kin Surlaida
Hotata; Tourtat ciw lodging .1 th.
Crown and Atlantic Toany Hotofe Budgat
daaa lodging at tha Panguln, Arlington* •
and Sovw.ign hotal*.
• Pound trio M Might from N.Y. (Add (40
hom Boston. Chicago. M>wi and
Ciavaiand.

• Springtaat actlvitlaa Including — Concilia
by nationally known muaic groupa and
mini conoarta 00 tha boach InJot T Shirt,
Boa. Chugging. Ma. Miami Baach and M.
Caga conlaata Sporta competition Vofcy Ban. Tua-ot War Poolalda
promotlona (March 1 April • only)

' "•"•• «"« BratuMlaa prapald baton

Darlene, Deanna, Donna, Bonita, Jill

«u
ABprlnaa ajaj u% |aj ■ nrrtaai

9 THG HNRLOOH
620-A Hawkins St.
433-3500
(Behind Bonanza Restaurant)
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False IDs presented
to campus police
By Kyra Scarton
staff writer

Student's logo chosen
By Bath Rogers
staff writer
The Warren Campus Center
now has an exclusive logotype
designed by a JMU student
featuring the new complex to be
completed by the fall of 1985.
Richard Lachine, a- freshman
majoring in art graphic design,
won the $100 prize offered for
the best design in the contest
sponsored by the WCC staff in
conjunction with Student Activities.
"I was really surprised and
happy," said Lachine. "They
called me on the phone and asked
if I would come in the following
week . . . I had a 'feeling' about

why they wanted to see me."
Lachine read about the contest
in an ad in The Breeze and decided to enter.
"My roommate coaxed me
some and I decided that the contest would be good experience for
me because of my major/*
Lachine said.
Lachine was chosen as the winner from among seven other contestants and 14 logotypes on the
basis of uniqueness, said Suzanne
Straub of Student Activities.
"We want to emphasize the
new WCC complex consisting of
the union, Grafton-Stovall
Theatre and the new Phillips
Center," Straub said.

In the past two weeks, three
students and one non-student charged with drunk in public gave campus
police false identification.
Students under the legal drinking
age "borrowed" driver's licenses to
buy alcohol, police said.
The owners of the licenses were
aware the borrowers were going to
purchase alcohol using them, police
said.
A police officer can ticket the
owner for lending the license, a
violation of Virginia law, said a
spokeswoman at the Virginia State
Department of Motor Vehicles.
Virginia Law states an owner cannot "lend to or knowingly permit the
use of his license to another individual.
The arresting officer would have
to take the student to court, the
spokeswoman said.
"Normally, what we can do is
hold an administrative hearing
against the 'minor,' or the one who
falsified the information," a
spokesman said.
If the owner is prosecuted he

could be fined, incarcerated or simply have his license suspended, the
spokeswoman said.
The charge would be "lending the
license" and the individual could be
jailed for about 60 days, she said.
The license could be suspended for
any time from days to years. A fine
could be imposed but there is1 no
definite law specifying the penalties,
she said.
She said she did not know how
many individuals have been prosecuted for lending licenses because
statistics are not kept.
To get his license back, the individual must apply at a local DMV
office.
If a license is surrendered and no
legal action is taken, it is reissued by
the DMV at no cost to the individual, she said.
A $30 reinstatement fee probably
would have to be paid if the license
had been suspended, she said.
The licenses confiscated on the
JMU campus were turned over to the
DMV in Harrisonburg.
A spokesman at the local office
said confiscated licenses are forwarded to the state DMV in Richmond.

JIFFY 66 & MARKET I
BEER

Introducins

The
Greatest
Sandwich Show
on Earth —
Here in Hamsonburs!
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featurins deli sandwiches
RJ's
1560 South Main Street
Hamsonburg, Wsinia 22801
433-9801
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Coors & Coors Light NR's
Coors & Coors Light 12pk
Old Milwaukee 6 pk
Old Milwaukee 12 pk
Goetoel & Schaefer 12 pk
Miller 6 pk
Schlttzdpk
Schlliz12pk
Slrohs 6 pk

$2.50
$4.98
$2.29
$4.49
$3.39
$2.39
$2.49
$4.89
$2.49

Strohs 12 pk
OlympiaBpk
Milwaukee Best 12 pk
National 6 pk
Bud 12 pk
Busch 6 pk
Busch 12 pk
Molsonepk

LONQNECKS
OUmil
Coon
Coon Light

Busch

«.7S + dep.
S10.99 + dep.
$5.48 +dep.

$8.79 + dap. Bus weiser.
$9.49 + dep. National ..
$8.40 + dep.

_

KEGS
Coors
Bod weiser
OW Milwaukee
Busch

Miller
Scheeffer

,

Strobe
,
Blue Ribbon
Mlchelob
Cigarettes
Milk 1 gallon
Coke 6 pk 16oz. NR
Coffee
Magazines, Snacks, Sandwiches

$4.69
$2.49
$2.99
$1.49
$4.99
$2.29
$4.48
$3.J8

:

..(tt)$34.8e.(tt)$21.99
. .<%)$38.5<MV4)$23.99
. .(V4)$27.98,<%)$16.99
(Vt)$28.88
,.(Mt)$35.98^V4)$20.85
(HJS24.88
(%)$27.88
(Vi)$27.89
.(»($27.B8,<%)$15.98
.(14)$41.98,('/4)$27.88
Reg.$7.00,100,s$7.20
$1.88
$188
10a cup

Tha PWIIlpa 06 Acroaa From Ho-Jo'a
4334559
JMU Chacka Accepted
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WE'LL PAY YOU TO GET WTO
SHAPE THIS SUMMER.

"WOW"
5P>*

If you have at least
two rears of college left.
vou can spend sot weeks at
our Army ROTC Basic
Camp thts summer and earn
approximately XXA.
And 4 you qualify, you
can enter the RCfl~C 2Year Program this fall and
receive up to$l,00Ca year
But the big payoff
happens on graduation day
That's when you receive
an^pmcer s cornmission
So get your body in
shape (not to menrion your
bank account).
Enroll in Army ROTC
For more informaQon.
contaa your Professor of
Military Science.

ARMYROTC
BEALLYOUCANBL
REGULAR OR UNSCENTED
LAUNDRY

CALIFORNIA 113 SIZE

Navel

6$1 Tide
pot X Detergent

*i

59

KROGER REGULAR OR 100%
WHOLE

FROZEN

Morton
Pot Pies

0
$1 Wheat
Vikz.
Bread

18-oz.

■*

ALL VARIETIES

Serve 'N' Save
Luncheon Meat

»

Pound

Your Ft. Laudarclal* Spring Break W«>fc indudM:
• r rugnta lodging at MUM Snaraton
Vankaa Trader (horn* 0» lt«a tmout
>»ncod'»l. Hobday Inn OuanMO

• Round tnp art Ikgnt »WM< lron< Na*
York, add $«0 l>oni Boalon add tSO Ifom
PniujaMaani* and Banmora
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.Wandgr.tud.a.pr.p^o..

• IMaiuima Part,
• On Location Piofaaawnal Too* Eacorta
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tana ft
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1
ALL VARIETIES MEAT
BEEF OR JUMBO

Kroger
Wieners

$ 29
*>

i

PINT RETURNABLE BOTTLJS. SPRITE.
TAB, DIET COKE OR

Coca
Cola

8 *1«

»!»>»

AH artcaa aaaa 1SVia. * aanaoaa • US arica incraaai at no» at affact and awal I
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'N THE DELI-BAKERY
FRESH BAKEO

Italian
Bread

501 Madiaon Avanua. Now York. NY 10022 • (212) 3S5-470S

.16-01.
"N THE DELI-BAKER^"
FRESH BAKED

lalaiina.
a_,o- in m..—naa**7
c*~(>.n *•&*.>•'.'•

•V T

AVAILABLE ONLY IN STORES WITH
WLIBAKERlJS
HOT fOOOS AVAILABLE
"am TIL 7pm DAILY

Italian Sub
Sandwich Each

85
99
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Social work
program

re-accredited
JMU's social work program has
been re-accredited for the maximum
period of seven years by the Council
on Social Work Education.
The program met accreditation
standards in 1977 but wasn't actually
accredited until 1979, With that ac-

credidation retroactive for two
years.
Accreditation standards include
the quality of the education, based
on courses, content* sequence and
ethical and minority issues, said program director Ann Myers, assistant
professor of social work.
Other important criteria emphasized by the council included
women's issues, minority enrollment, faculty qualifications in terms
of variety and education, field practices, advisement processes and
advisee-adviser relationships.

"Without accreditation the social
work program wouldn't be here at
all," Myers said, "because it
wouldn't be a quality program and
therefore wouldn't meet JMU standards.
"Accreditation ensures the
students in the program of a quality
education that meets an expected
standard and allows our graduates to
have full membership in the National Association of Social Work,
an association for professional social
workers."
— Beth Rogers

/

WHATS
PICK-UP PLACE
ON CAMPUS?
Behind the Campus
Center. Every Friday afternoon at 3:35 pm. That's
when Trailways stops on
campus. And we'll return
each Sunday.
So now, wherever
you're going, you can
catch Trailways right on
campus. Just sit back in
our reclining seats, and
enjoy the trip in laid-back
comfort. All of our
coaches are climate controlled and with tinted
glass windows.
You'll find frequent, convenient service to over
12,000 destinations,
nationwide — with low
fares everywhere—every
bus, every seat, every
day.
With Trailways new
campus service and our
low fares everywhere,
there's only one way to go.
Go Big Red. Go Trailways.
For information on
schedules, tickets or
fares, call: 433-0528

GoTtaitways

Valuable sea shells
donated to museum
JMU's Life Science Museum has
received a scientific collection of sea
shells appraised at more than $6,000.
According to Dr. James K.
Grimm, director and curator of the
museum, Dr. Roger* Raimist of
Glassboro, N.J., a professor at
Glassboro State College, presented
the collection to the museum.
The collection represents years of
collecting by Raimist and includes
more than 500 species from all over
the world, Grimm said. Some of the
collecting areas are Manila Bay,
Peru and the Black Sea.
' "The importance of the collection
cannot be overemphasized because
of its scientific value," Grimm said.
The collection is being catalogued
and will be on display as soon as
possible.
Raimist became acquainted with
the Life Science Museum last fall
while visiting his son David, a
business major at JMU.
The Life Science Museum is
located in Burruss Hall, Room 10.
The museum currently contains
3,500 specimens including exotic
butterflies and moths from 52 countries, mounted birds from the United
States, an egg collection and other
displays.
The museum is free and open to
the public Tuesdays and
Wednesdays from 1 to 5 p.m.

Debates
In tournament
The JMU debate team had its
most successful tournament competition of the year as it won 14
awards at George Mason University
Jan. 18 — 20.
JMU debaters swept the top three
places in the novice division. The
team of Martha Leary and Chris
Miller was first, Karyn Schmidt and
Marie Butler, second, and John
Bauserman and Cyndi Williams,
third.
In the junior varsity division, the
team of Thomas Gibbs and Parrish
Riley finished in third place.
In the varsity division, the team of
Brian James and Rob Russell upset
Georgetown Un.versity in the
quarterfinals before losing in the
semifinals.
Also, nine individuals won
speaker awards. In the novice division, Martha Leary finished in second; Marie Butler, fourth; John
Bauserman, fifth; Karyn Schmidt,
sixth; and Chris Miller, seventh.
In the junior varsity division, Parrish Riley finished in third; Thomas
Gibbs, fourth; and Thomas Love,
seventh.
In the varsity division, Brian
James finished in third place.

•>
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MARY ROSENBERGER

1E LEADERSHIP SHE EARNED
ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP

"The main difference between being a civilian
nurse and an Army nurse is the level of responsibility the Army gives you. One of the things you
need to have a lot of in nursing is confidence in
yourself and your ability to care for your patients.
ROTC also helped with those leadership skills you
need in working with paraprofessionals."
A scholarship covers full tuition, books, and lab
fees, plus up to SI,000 each school year it's in effect.
An Army nurse is an Army officer. Along with
your profesional recognition you'll receive the,

We hope i ou never
need an abortion B_(
we know* that fc some
women comple"
pe-sonai ci'Cumsiancas
mike abortion ihe
bast choice
We offer first trimester
abo'tion services because
we behave that a woman
faced with an unintended
P'egnancy should have a full
range of options available to ner

Call uS lo' information conhc
of course If needed vou may ca'i co^ect
Hagerstown Reproductive
MeaMh Services
Hagerstown MD 21740
2400

Mr. Shoes says:
The Cold has affected
my mind. I'm delirious.,
I've got a new selection
of boots and shoes and
I've marked them all at
least 50% off. Neither
rain nor snow nor sleet
of night should keep you
away.
14 E. Watar St
Behind th« Anton* HOUM

*«P Harrison
ANTIQUES
on Court Square
Diamond rings
in 14k Gold
From $35.06'
WE BUY, SELL AND
TRADE JEWELRY
434-1074

M:

prestige, privileges and respect mat go with being
a leader in today's Army.
The Army Nurse Corps is worldwide. You'll get
the opportunity to work in different cities around
the country...or different cities around the world
without losing seniority or benefits.
Army ROTC scholarships are available for Nursing students now.
Contact: Ca^t-Torres
Stad. Bldg., Rm F205

ARMY ROTC
8EALLYOUCAMBE.

I
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under the Influence about 9 a.m. Jan. 1,
police said.

• A jacket was stolen from a room In
Shorts Hall about 1 a.m. Sunday, police
said.

Tools stolen
from behind
Carrier Library

Police saw a vehicle parked on the
patio steps between Shorts and Eagle
halls.

The $40 Levl's denim Jean Jacket was
In a room on the second floor.

Fountain admitted to having driven the
car, police said.

Illegal use of alcohol

City police reported the following
incident:

Campus police were notified by state
police the car was stolen, however no
charges were placed as of Jan. 16, police
said.

»One student, 18, was charged
judicially about 1 a.m. Sunday after leaving a fraternity party, police said.

Loud note*

By Kyra Scarton
police reporter

About $3,400 worth of tools and
materials were reported stolen from
the construction site behind Carrier
Library.
The items were taken from the
Phillips Center site between Oct. IS
and Jan. 28, campus police said.
Among the items reported missing
were about 80 sheets of 3/4"
plywood, five vaflous electric-type
tools, a chain saw, a cutting torch,
steel door frames and a carpenter's
box and tools, police said.
The building contractor is E. F.
Blankenship of Salem.

Grand larceny
• A $200 pair of Mariner prescription
sunsensor eyeglasses were taken from a
wlndowsill In the east side of the library
Friday between 12:55 p.m. and 1:25 p.m.,
police said.
The glasses, made In Italy, have
pewter frames, glass lenses and springloaded unbreakable wings.

• A $150 watch was reported missing
Jan. 24 between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m. from
the check-In room In Godwin Hall, police
said.
The watch Is a Seiko gold quartz
timepiece. It has a round face with bash
marks Instead of numbers. There is a day
and date scratched on the crystal between the sixth and seventh hash marks.
It has a sliding closure.

Drunken drMng
• Non-student David J. Fountain, 24, of
Waynesboro was charged with driving

A Judicial charge is made when university policy la broken. It Is reviewed by
university Judicial officials. Police do not
release the names of students charged
Judicially.

MCAT-DAT
GRE PSYCH GRE BIO
MATPCATOCAT
VAT-TOEFL SSAT
PSAT-SAT
ACHIEVEMENTS-ACT
Spring classes
now forming
979-3001

• Permanent Centers open days,
evenings, weeienas.
• Complete TEST N-TAPElacilities
• Skilled instructors and
dedicated, full-time stall
• Homessjdy materials constantly
undated by Research Experts.
• Low Hourly Cost
• Transfer pmriliges to over
120 locations.

NATIONAL MED BOARDS 1
MSKP FMGEMS
FLEX-NOB-NPB
NCB • NCIEX RN
CGFNS CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW 1
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

1EZ .-—»j_

CALL DAYS. EVENUGS

/V.

||

a« tthMWU-H
4WEEKEWS
WmwmM*amma Permanent
center
loca,8d

W KflPwlN

/ ^^
9 ■»

JMU SPRING BREAK
PARTY

Breach of peace
• Non-student Terry J. Johnson, 20, of
Harrisonburg, was charged about 12:30
am. Dec. 5, police said.

From $148.00 hotel on the
"strip" Includes:
7 nights lodging; 8 beach
days
Dally parties
Special Happy Hours
Limited space
Call now for more Information
Ricky Wingen 7461
Anna Walker- 7153
Kim Gibson- 5748
Michael Parker- 5397
TRANSPORTATION
AVAILABLE
sponsored by LUV TOURS

Campus officers saw men fighting in
front of JM's.

Vandalism
• A candy machine In Chappelear Hall
was damaged Jan. 24 between 1:30 a.m
and 8 a.m., police said.
The total cost was about $119 for
damage and merchandise, police said.
• Powdered material from a fire extinguisher was sprayed into the gas tank
of a car parked behind Weaver Hall bet-

PUT US TO THE TEST!
LSAT-GMAT-RRF

■Student Mark C. Charncck, 19, of
Sykesvllle, Md., was charged with loud
noise from a party at his Harrisonburg
residence on Collcello Street about 2:50
am. Jan. 14.

Johnson was arrested on South Main
Street In front of JM's, police said.

Petty larceny

Campus police also reported the
following incidents:

0

ween midnight Saturday and 5:45 am.
Sunday, police said.
The fire extinguisher had been taken
from White Hall after 2 am. Sunday,
police said.

■*

TATvsturn Stvcr
Family

STEAKHOUSE

JMU
STUDENT
SPECIAL

5 oz. Sirloin tip with mushroom gravy or
pepper and onions, homemade roll and
baked potato or fries
for only $ -j QQ
with JMU ID

EDUCATIONAL
«»Arlington Blvd.
CENTER
• Suite 200
T EaTPnBWMnoNaFKMUSTSSMCcwe Chariotteevllle, VA

1610 E. Market St.

hNff ■ KxtSMl SOn«yH KjpanEducation*CM*LM

C

434-5775

G

ym PUB&' DELI

if you want the pizza alternative.
iSSAMTS
SANDWICHCS;

Sues- 5UOS, "
SU6S;

^DOCBto
CJtfcAM

ft
IMS SODA •*!!_*

LMu- SouPj
OF Tne PAy.
KX>7

oust

oTUjwilMflW-" PR^XZCLS'FRuiT
6'M-fffi§|6&aALe • 6'AMT6ooxies
BLACK CHERRY

Sues- SUBS
soei-sues- 5u

5u

L__
1

PEANUT (BUISC^ >*UY

SALAD- COl-eSLAV»AvN^^,«TUMA'
'*ACA£ONL^ALAD • POT?ffc 5ALAO•

CAKE-#v^3svfi.Y: un€>uim SAIAD*
NT cueesecAi

FKfMCH APPtt

PeANUTBuneR

BA£*L DObfit
'•5UBS- |^
ASSORTED «T

D*U PICKL6J

CHICKCAJ
HACHO SuPRCA^e/KAC.HOS- PICANTB. OK.
OieoDAR. cHeast •

S. MAIN STREET* HARRISONBURG V*. 23601*PH.(703)43DUKES
Mwy 7 Da* Ummm • hit mm wmkmmy. tMZttmm I
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classifieds
CtaoatWsd ads In The Breeze cost $1
for up to 10 words, $2 for 11 to 20 words,
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so on. Advance
payment Is required.
Deadline* are noon Frldsy for
Monday's Issue and noon Tuesday for
Thursday's Issue. Ads may be mailed to
The Breeze, James Madison University,
Harrisonburg, Va 22807, or may be
delivered to The Breeze office In the
basement of Anthony-Seeger Hall, at
Grace and South Main streets

For Sale

Is It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142. Ext.
5000.

"t

ISTOSEWKHEARP

/m/rmwLANiE-.
mammse STREET
mmesmmm
OLNElOAfLAST

60OMSS ONLY KNOWS
WtrXlMWL0USMK£S
AREMmLTZINCtATTHIS

SXHASWRYfT
IS.' SiKHATRAbC
ANP VIOLENT STORY

VERY MOMENT io EXPLOIT
we ime SORRY

rriSMP&i?.'

FmJtfT...

issisk

rwTrwK...

CWHg'"

Rooky's Antique MaN Super stuff;
reasonable prices. Largest antique mall
In the Shanandoah Valley. 15 minutes
south of JMU on Rt. 11. Visa, Master
Card. Thursday - Sunday. 9 ■ 5.

by Berke Breathed

Bloom County

W> hi

^

mieiT,peo(u?MvewTA
mtuwe ourmeRE Bopfab
STREET PERFORMERS11WANT
RUMORS/PIRT/SCANIML.'
VTUATINO PERSONAL PETAIIS!

HELLO repmms ? i WANT
INPUMTION.. 5H0CK.. MORAL
OUTRAGE, TIUS is NOWAY A
CNUZW SOCIETY SHOULP PEAL
WITH ITS UNSFNORY ELEMENTS.

MAN me tMfi WITH

BAP NEWSPAPERS
uve FOR THIS
KINP0F1WNG.

Male Housing Contract Must Sell. Willing
to make deal. Contact Tom Casey st
433-9903.
Koflach Ski Boots Brand new size 0. Blizzard X-Country package, Blizzard
Thermo-Firebird Downhills end Jansport
Internal frame backpack. 4330203.
Record* Urge selection available Including rock, Jazz, Broadway cast and
soundtracks, soul, country, comedy, pop,
etc. LP's and 45's starting at 29 cents
each. Rooky's Antique Mall - Booth No.
34, Wsyers Cave. Visa and MasterCard
accepted. See "AT on Saturdays and
Sundays.

WHOILJOWMZ
IN ft T0ASTT0 THE
OUVE-L0AF
HERO FOR THE
COMMON M^N/

I MILL
OOP BLESS
Hm>

Female Housing and Meal Contract Call
Alesla 296621 £

HEY.IF THE POLICE CANr
EVEN PROTECT us mm
THEMMERS ftNP
LAPY,
RAPISTS, HOW THE
YOU ARE
HELL CAN THEY
RlbHT'
PROTECT US FROM
,
7HE STREET MIMES?
/

AWIFNOTTHE
STREETMIMES,
HOW SAFE ARE
WB Fim...FK0M

mumeRt?

mi

MOT „

THE *&&*

tmumf

LAPY,
YOUAK
TANKBP.

1978 Mazda QLC Sport with sunroof.
81100. Will finance! 434-3901.
OBn Mark VI 206 cm. skis and Gaze bindings. $290. Great condition I 434-3901.
Ski Boots Never used. 10 1/2. Beat offer
over $59. 433-3212.
Male Housing Contract Call Roger at
434-2812.
Books, books, books Over 2900 In stock
In our book alley. Harrison Antiques at
Court Square. Daily except Sunday.
434-1074.

Services
Typing Service 21 years experience.
S1/page. Mrs. Price. 8796936.

Help Wanted

Thursday Night is Sponsor Night at JM's
with Sigma Nu and ASA.

Government Jobs. $15,000 - $50,000/yr.
possible. All occupations. How to Find.
Call 809687-6000 Ext. R-9999.

JO Happy Birthday to a not so ordinaryT
girl. SH.

■I Band looking for lead
singer. Male or Female. Call Scott
Harlow at 433-3007.

Typing/Word Processing Call Joan at

Personals

Typing Will type letters, resumes, term
papers, and reports. Reasonable rates.
434-9379.

Doss your dorm, Fraternity, Sorority,
club, or Intramural team need shirts.
Jackets, caps, etc.? Quantity discounts
and personalized sllk-scresnlng
available. Call Rick 434-1829.
Valentine's Day Carnations Choose one
or a combination of red, pink, or white.
Call X6104 between 7 and 10 p.m.

Pregnant? Free confidential help. Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 4340003.
Typing, Word Processing Fast, accurate,
easy revisions 434-1274. Evenings.
Shenandoah Valley Bod and Breakfast
Reservations. From Winchester to Staunton. Ideal for Parent's Weekend end
Graduation. Call 7036986702.
Professional
433*019.

Typing

Call

Kathy

at

Openings First Baptist Day Care Center
Creative Education (Learning centers,
art, music, math, science, reading skills,
field trips, exercise, USDA meals and
more) Very reasonable rates. 611 Broad
Street 4343966.
I Cash? We buy gold and silver. Top
prices paid for good usesbie Jewelry.
Harrison Antiques. Court Square.
434-1074.

Lost
Little black puppy outside ofKeezell.
Please call 4334930.

Sparkplugs at the Mystic Den Thursday
Jan. 31. $3 cover.
Empty Shelves, a new student poetry
magazine, will be available at the John
Casey reading. Thursday 8 p.m. Miller
101.
astek Happy 20th! But don't expect
any birthday presents (b.p.) from us l
Love, Pairs and JD.
Lambda Banana Lambda is a gay and
lesbian support group. If you need someone to talk to or would tike Information about joining ths group or our mailing list, please write to LGL Box L214, or
call Art at 4346766 between 8 and 12
p.m. Confidentiality Is guaranteed.
Sparkplug* tonight at the Mystic Den. S3
cover.
Anyone mleslng a picture developed by
Mldwsy Market of a naked male In a hotel
room please contact Box 1941.

Restless? Dance to the sounds of the
Sparkplugs tonight at Mystic Den.

Jo Can't wait until Saturday • the whole
24 hours! Thanks for asking ms. Love, HI
Jo".
^
KM plays original dance rock at the Uttle
Grill, Friday night FebruarsrJ. $2 cover
debt benefit.
_V..
Jewelry Sal* ASA and Stsve\Oshlns
return February 4 - 8 to Harrison Annex
Lobby with wide •election of JewelryCome buy for yourself or that speclsl someone (Great Valentine's Day gift) 9 a.m.
- 9 p.m. 10 percent off all Jewslry with this
ad.

TKE Still time to rush. Bids don't go out
till February 6. For Info call Chris x5960
or John 434-2168.
^^

Amy Surprise, another personnel for you.
Lovs always, Tuffy.

Happy Birthday Feen You can finally party legally) Congrats on pledging Delta
Gamma! we love yal Car, Jewle, and
Sharon.
, y ,rt ,,tay
!hy P,M
MM
S One.
*rt? |Love, ?.1
Little
Missy.

Mom

- •**

AXP Thanks for ths Happy Hour last Friday. It was a blast! The sisters of Delta
Gamma.
Honey It isn't pretty bslng easy! Love,
MSI.

Time Warp Spend s few hours browsing
through our 9 room shop. Harrison Antfquos st Court Square. 434-1074.
fig**0*

v

* "•*• • 9*sat tlms skiing

Evs,£££■8#e ^Amateur Night Sundays
2L°S!,J? Mu»lc,"«.
1
2?
JIT
,.Tr0u5••'
stc. B.
Fams
la "
waiting.
Call
International

the

**"*••

at ths Mystic
Bwdo. Com?.
Accountants.
434-0451

Bualneaa Club meetlno

To my crazy nut You better be here bv i
0ur
$g*
'°V
«ho? Love '
XOXO Your
Crazy '"or",
Nut.

MIA Raffle $29 of merchandise from
Record Corner. 90 cents each or 3ffiDrawing on February 9. Contact MIA
membsr.
February 1 M-1 plays The Utne Grill. «
cover for dancing and carousing.
Beau I rselly do think you are the
greatest. Maybe someday you'll 0 ve me
• chance to make you happy sgsin. *ctually, Walley.
__^
Congratulations to ZTA's new Initiates^
Maw Music and Methods of Dane* with
M-1 at Ths Uttls ami. Friday night. Jazzhsada welcome.
Congratulations to Kim Hoalman for her
lead In Jeeua Christ Superstar. ZTA. .
Stinky Good luck on Saturday but be
more careful with your shorts Head tw.
Dodo, and ths Yankee.
Andy Halsey Good luck with thceabig
old real world intsrvlswol Knock era oe«"
tiger! -Klddo (smile)- let's pound!

-—
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For Rent
Have room lor four people In house 31/2
miles from campus. Single bedrooms,
large kitchen and living rooms. $85. per
person, plus share of utilities. Flexible
lease. 433-1873.
Have room lor 1 female In house 6 blocks
from campus. $115 per month plus share
of utilities. Kitchen and bath. 433-1873.
Rooms for rent Enjoy living with other
students In comfortable house on bus
route. 1701 a Main. (Foley Manor). $136
per month Includes utilities. Call
234-8247 after 6 p.m.
Room for rent 2 blocks from campus.
$125 per month plus utilities. Call Glenn
at 43J3082 for details.
Rooms for rant In large apartment.
Reasonable. Heat Included. Close to
campus. 4330180 after 4 p.m.

RISIS
PREGNANCY
ENTER
"You don't have to be alone"
We care about you. We know you are
facing perhaps the greatest personal
crisis of your life. You don't have to
face It alone.
Assistance to pregnant women
throughout pregnancy. Information
on abortion, pregnancy and alternatives.
ALL SERVICES ARE FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL
262 East Wolfe Street
434-7528
Tue. 12-8pm
Frl.fl-5
Thurs. 12-apm
Sat. 9-12 noon

Meetings-

General

JMU Canterbury — meets every Thuredayat Emmanual Episcopal Church after the 7 p.m. Communion
service.

Escort Service — Alpha Chi Rho fratarrHty of fare
an escort service Sunday through Thursday, 8 pjn. to
12 mtdntght. Call xSKW for aarvtoa.,

Lutheran Student Movement — men

CA.R.S. — A free ride horn, for faculty and
Btudanta who hava had too much to drink. Friday and
Saturday nights from 11pm to 3 a.m., call 433-CARS

Tueedeys, 8pm. Muhlanburg Lutheran Church.
S.O.N.A.R. —will mest Fsb. 5, 8:30 p.m.. Room E,
WCC.
Presbyterian Fellowship —msst. every Monday at 8:30 p.m, Meznnlnt, WCC. Preebylwlen
Fellowship's Blbla Study la avary Tuesday at S p.m.. In
tha binmaot lounge of Hoffman Hall.
BaptJel Student Union — maata avafy Tnuraday, 530 p.m., Emanoal Lutheran Church. New Paalm
Slngari maata avary Wadnaaday, 8:30 p.m., Waatay
Foundation. Sunrlss Samaatar, 7 a.m„ avary Wadnaaday, Room 2, Jackson 2.
Music Industry Association — maata .vary
Tuaad ay, S pm, Duke M103. All ara walcoma to attend.

School Of Nursing —"Suppiementei Applies
tlona" for admlaalon to tha School of Nursing ara Qua
in tha Deens Otfloa (Wlna Price Hall, Room 122) not
latar than Fab. 1, for studant entering Fan 1986.

Water Safety tnatruetor Course —Tha Har-

rlsonburg Department of Parks a Recreation, m
cooparatlon with tha Arnartoan Had Cross and
Ortdgewator Cottage, will conduct an American Rad
Croaa Watar Safety kiatructor Coursa to bs hald at tha
Brldgawatar College Pool, tha coursa will ba conductad on Monday and Thruaday nights, 7-10 p.m.,
from Fab. IS through April 25. 1886 Tha additional
classroom sessions rsqulrsd will ba arrangad latar.

MadlSOn Outing Club —maata avary Wadnaaday, 6 p.m., Room C. WCC.

Commuter Students —AH currently anronod
commuter students may obtain an unofficial copy of
tie*- computerized tanecrlpt by presenting tialr ID at
tha Records Office, Wilson 108.

Events

Wesley Foundation —Jan. 31, e p.m.. New ufe

Visiting Scholars Program —proudly
praianti John Caaay, Novelart end Short Rctlon vVrltsr
from tha UnlvaraHy of Virginia. Jan. 31, • p.m.. Miller
Ha*, Room 101. Rlght-BrakvLeft Brain Mini Sympotum, February 18, 7 p.m., Millar 101. Joan Fulton,
Developmental Skirls Inatltuta, VCU, to speefc on
'Teechlng Strategies for Whola-Braln Learning.-'
Ronald L Rubenzer, Educational Conaurtant and
School Psychologist, Rervesvlle aty School System
to apaak on "Can tha Brain Undaratand Itaalf: imptlcatlona of Brain Raaaarch in ReaoNng Your Paraonal
Baat" Charlaa B Wladar, Aaalatanl Profaaaor of Art,
Appalachian Stala University to apaak on "Tha lettMn-RrghMJraln Modal of tha Mind: Anciant Myth In
ModamGarb"
A Presentation —WIN b. given on utm Amarioa
by Dr. Cacll BradfMd, Ai.oc. Professor of Sociology,
Fab. 5, 7:30 p.m , Bfsckwell Auditorium.

anger., Duke 209. Fab. 4, 7 p.m., Bible Study Fab. 5.
530 p.m., DHecuselon-Effecttve Uilenlng. Fob. 8. 8
pjn., Worship Service-Room A, WCC Fab. 7. 8 p.m.,
New Ufa Singers, Duka 209.

Crtale Pregnancy Center, Incomes hours
are: Tussdsyssnd Thursdays, noon to8 p.m., Fridays 9
a.m. toSpjn, Saturdays ( a.m. to noon. Further Information may ba obtained by calling 434-7528.
Chrysalis —Deadline for Chrysalis Is Jen 31.
Itaaal submit typted manuscripts In duplicate to Box
410.

Croaa Country Skiing

neeirvotione are now

being tsken for the Madison Outing Club's XCountry
awing on Feb. 18817. For moat Information pleaaa call
Robin, 434-7102 or write to Box 4207.
Life Science Museum —hours are Tuesdays
and Wedneedaya from 1 to 8 pm., Room 10, Burruaa
Hall.

CPeVP —WORKSHOPS: sign-up for the weak of Jan.
28-Fab. 1. RESUME WRITING, Fab. 5, 1:49-248 p.m..
Room A, WCC. Feb BJNTERVtEW PREPARATION: 4-8
pm„ Room B, WCC and INTERVIEWING FOR
TEACHING POSITIONS, 10-11 am RNDING A BUYER
FOR YOUR PROOUCT-YOU, Fab 7, 2-3 p.m., Room A,
WCC.
CPftP WORKSHOP INTERVIEW PREPARATION: Feb.
1,0-10 a.m., Room A, WCC.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS: Representatives will be
available on campua on Jan. 31, 8:30-2 p.m., South
Ballroom, WCC
SENIORS must be reg I stared with the CP8P Office
before signing tor the following rntorvtewa during tha
week of Jan. »Feb 1: Northwestern Mutual, UVAPersonnel Dept. Thoussnd Trails, Sovran Financial
Corp., Thalhlmers, Connecticut Mutual Ufa Insurance,
Q A. Colonial WIHIameburg Foundation, Marriott Corp,
K-Mart Corp., Peace Corps, Plllabury Corp., and Naval
Intell Igence Processing end Systems Support Activity
naaumes and Personal data sheets will be required at
the time of sign-up.
OOVENORS FELLOWS PROGRAM Summer 1985 Information In the CPAP Office. ApNcetJon deadline le
Fa. 1,1965.
RESUMES will be reviewed on a walk-In beats on Thursday mornings from 9-11:30 asn. Resumes should be
typed.
CP8P cousdors are available by appointment to
Jaouaa career decisions.
1985SPRING ON-CAMPUS RECRUITING SCHEDULES
FOR SCHOOL SYSTEMS ere now available In the
CP8P Office. SHjn-up eheete will be peeled 3 weeks
prior to the Interview date In the office. Schools now
posted Include: Smyth Co., Roanoke City, Colonial
Heights, Chesapeake City, Portsmouth City, Culpaper
Co., Warren Co, V48PEECH, Inc., Covtngton Co, and
Plttaylvanla Co
CPAP SPECIAL PROGRAM: INTERVIEWING SKILLS
This la a special presentation co-aponeored by the
Junior Class Marysllen Thome from ATeT Com
muntcattons will discuss the Interview pffloeea from
sn employer-! point of view, Feb. 8.10-11 a.m, 7-8 p.m,
Rosen D, WCC
ROTC ScholorsNpa —There will be a mandatory meeting tor all persona Interested In applying
for 2 year and 3 year scholarships, Jan. 31, 8 p.m.,
StacHum 0001. Call CepL Kentch, 8284, If you need turVIBV tnformgttton.
JMU arcie KCItab—to celebrats Circle K Week,
Feb. 4-18.1086, will eponeor a Bowl-A-Thon tor Multiple
Sderosl •, Fab 8. Midnight to 8 am.

& (mAftSfQIl* Q m
Write your ad in this space:

Clip this form and put it in an envelope
with $1 for M0 words, $2 for 11-20
words and so on.
Mall the envelope to The Breeze by
campus mail, or deliver It to our office in the basement of AnthonySeeger Hall.

-

-X

Deadline for Thursday's paper is
noon Monday. Deadline for Monday's paper Is noon Friday.
Name
Telephone number—
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Arts & People
largest cave in Augusta (
quented by the outing clij
ing expeditions.
But the club offers md
exploring expeditions,
tivities give students a c
from school and dull ro|
"I think JMU stud
there is something to
aside from staying on cj
ing around Harrisonbu
Nancy Hamilton.
Hamilton, the dub's
September 1983 throug
says the outing club is i
who shows up at the me
are held Wednesdays a
of the student union.
The $4 membership I
everything but food ani
But sometimes members!
tie extra for the special f
Parachuting in Orang
cost 15 outing club dare
a five-hour ground sch
jumps.
Sophomore Glenn
vice president, says it i
pay for what he
overload."
Leaning back against]
peers out a window whir
his feelings after "that I
"Letting go once you]
is no problem because f
eventually going to fall.
first 10 seconds when]
crazy," he says./'You'
you are because it's likej
can't understand. There,
just total silence. It's
heaven." Loucks' parents and
quite as excited a
Loucks.
"My dad was se
never really said,'Don
just said something nwi
Glenn,'but my moms*
from the beginning, i
"Then after my sec°l
her and the first thing s|
ing my voice was, VH
not going to do it aga
Loucks laughsHe knows he w." *J
Containing more than 3,000 feet of
passages, Glade Springs Cave is the bably again after that.

8

JMU Outing Club
The ones who
stick with it...
are half nuts'

^~

"You know it's
real surprising
to see some of
the people we
get," says the
rugged student.
"Yeah," interrupts the tiny
girl beside him.
"I mean we get
some real prissy
girls to start out
'with. But then again, a lot of them don't
stick with it. You've gotta be laid-back to
be in this club ..."
Focusing on the table, he responds to
her frankness only with a occasional smile
or chuckle.
"Well, whatever the case, Lisa, you
can't stereotype people who initiatially
join." Then pausing momentarily, he
looks her straight in the eye. "But the
ones that stick with it . . . well, they're
half nuts."
Freshman Ron Naumann and junior
Lisa Hill begin to laugh.
Laid-back? Maybe. Half nuts? Probably so.
But one thing is certain — the JMU
Outing Club is not a boring bunch.
Few campus clubs can provide
members with the chance to float on the
Shenandoah River on an inner tube or to
weave carefully among cavernous
passages.
But the outing'club can.
Water
skiing,
hanggliding,
parachuting, backpacking) tubing, rappelling and caving are but a few of the
club's activities.
Caving or spelunking is one of the more
popular activities, says Naumann, the
club's newly elected president.
Wriggling through mud and sliding into
narrow holes are part of the club's adventures when exploring caves, as some
members did recently when they went
underground at nearby Glade Springs
Cave.
"I like caving because I really like the
climbing and studying formations," says
Naumann. Not always knowing what
direction to take provides a "sense of
adventure."

The remaining outing club activities are as
Feb. 2-3 — Downhill Skiing
Feb. 9 — Caving
Feb. 15-17 - Cross Country Sklinfl
Feb. 23 — Horseback Riding

r

March 2 — Biking .
March 23 or'24 - Skydiving
r^s
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of his friends think his courageous attitude is "neat," Loucks says they ace not
likely to start jumping out of planes any
time soon.
"Outing club members just try to view
their accomplishments as milestones
crossed," says Loucks.
Some former JMU Outing Club enthusiasts still are passing milestones —
every day.
Robin Lee, a 1977 JMU graduate,
works for Discovery in Washington, D.C.
Her job involves leading backpacking expeditions and teaching rappelling to D.C.
police,
Richard Harris, a 1976 graduate, owns
an outdoor firm in Lynchburg where he
leads outdoor trips and conducts leadership conferences,
"Not all members become professional
outdoors men, but a lot do," says Robert
Griffin, JMU Food Service Director and
the outing club's adviser.
Griffin, a burly man with a slight New
England accent, first proposed forming
the club.
"The president of the sophomore class
asked me for advice one day on how to
take 150 people camping ... I 'advised'
against it," says Griffin.
Since forming in 1972, the dub has
gone through a lot of changes, says Griffin. "I think the early '70s was a hardcore
. period . . . We still had quite a few
*60s-generation members. You know, the
kind that want to backpack around the
world.
"Things slacked off for awhile, but
now I think we're going through a
renaissance." Members are more excited
than ever about the club.
"My favorite event is still
parachuting,"says Naumann.
• Hill listens to his explanation while sipping her Coke.
"The first time Iwent up to parachute
was also the first time I'd ever flown so
the flight up was exciting enough ... I
had never been so scared in my life, but
when I hit the ground I felt like I could
conquer the world."
"Were you really scared?" interrupts
Hill. "I mean I was excited and my heartbeat may have been a little faster, but I
was never scared."
Half nuts? Well . . . perhaps,
An adventure? Definitely.

)WS.

March 30-31 — Canoeing
April 5-7 — Hanggllding
April 13-14 — Backpacking
April 19-21 — Watar skiing
April 27-28 — Camping

'Outing club members just try to view
their accomplishments as milestones
crossed.'
^,
— Glenn Loucks

Article by Tracy Wimmer
Photos by Stephen Jaffe
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MOVIES
MUSIC
Boye (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
• Skip Caatro (rock) — Calhouns, $4 cover charge.
• Ladies night (d.j.) - Belle Meade, $2 cover, ladles S1.
• dj. - Mystic Den, cover charge not available.
•DM*

MOVIES

PLAYS
• Album — Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m., $2.

Friday
MUSIC
• Ron and Dean - Caihoun'a, $1 cover charge.
• Country Bach (country) - Scruples, $3 cover charge.
• To be announced (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
• Empire (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
• Contraband (rock) - Belle Meada, $2 cover.
• Demaa Dean (rock) - Mystic Den, cover charge not
available.
• flood Quys (rock) — WCC Ballroom, 8 p.m.

I
i

• Brsakln II (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. shows
• A Paaaaga to India (PQ) - Virginia Theater, 7 and
9:45 p.m. shows $4.

PLAYS
• Album — Wampler Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m., $2.

Artworks

sjFM|

• The King and I — Graf ton-Stovall Theatre. 7 and 9:30
p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• The River (PQ-13) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9:15 p.m.
shows $4.
• Beverly HWs Cop (10 — Roth Theatres, 7:30 and 998
p.m. shows $4.
• Johnny Dangerously (PQ-13) - Roth Theatres, 7:15
and g p.m. shows U
• Micky and Maude (PQ-13) — Virginia Theater, 7 and
9:05 p.m. shows $4.

¥

•Irreconcilable Differences — Qrafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 p.m., $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• Protocol (PQ) - Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9:06 p.m.
showa$4:
• Beverly Hilts Cop (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 and 9:25
p.m. shows $4.
• Braekln N (PQ) — Roth Theatres, 7 and 9 p.m. shows
• A Paaaaga to India — Virginia Theater, 7 and 9:45
p.m. shows S4.

THE ARTWORKS GALLERY

PLAYS

THE OTHER GALLERY

• Six Photographers — (photography) Through Feb. 2
• Album — Wampler Experimental Theatre, B p.m, $2.

• David Kldd — (sculpture and photography) Through
Feb. 2.

THE NEW IMAGE GALLERY

Saturday

• J Michael Lesko — (color photography) Through Feb.

MUSIC
SAWHILL GALLERY

• Ron and Dean — Calhoun's, $1 cover charge.
• Country Bach (country) — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
• To be announced (country) — Qandy Dancer, cover
charge not available.
• Empire (rock) — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
• Contraband (rock) — Belle Meade, 12 cover.
• The Detectives (rock) - Mystic Den, cover charge
not available.
Maximum Strength (rock) - WCC Ballroom, 9 p.m.

• Lakeview QoN Course - $1 for students with IDs to
8?I»W£! nlne hota* *•»"'»' Plcea are $7 weekdays,
14.50 after 5 p.m. and $9.50 for weekends and holidays.

MOVIES

BOWLING

• Irreconcilable Differences — Qrafton-Stovall
Theatre, 7 and 9:30 pm, $1.50 with ID, $2 without.
• Protocol #>Q-13) - Roth Theatres, 7:15 and 9tf5 p.m.
shows $4.
• Beverly HMa Cop (R) - Roth Theatres, 7:30 and 9:25
p.m. shows $4.

Dutch Design for the Public Sector — Through Feb.
7.

"He"
GOLF

UM# 190 day8 nd
•/Jffi*
~~
" •** ,0f ■•>*«• •"<>
$1.15 for duckplns nights. Open 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every
day.

*

HORSEBACK RIDING
• Oak Manor Farms — US 11 South.
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Lead and first place
slip away from JMU
points late in the half the Dukes took a
38-31 lead into the locker room.
"They really got pumped up and showed
some enthusiam and intensity in coming
back and then taking a lead into the half,"
Moorman said.
-^-*
In the second half, it was a different
story for JMU.
The Dukes came out strong, using the
jumper as their main offensive threat.
Following a Jackson running jumper with
five minutes gone, JMU extended their lead
to. 10, 48-38.
East Carolina, however, was not to be
outdone.
After an Anita Anderson basket cut the
Dukes' lead to four 48-44, JMU began to
get sloppy.
The Dukes twice left Pirate guard
Loraine Foster, who had a game-high 24
points, open for a fast break basket, enabling ECU to tie the game at 48 with 9:33 remaining.
JMU once again responded with three
unanswered baskets and, following a
3-point play by Julie Franken, regained
their 7-point halftime advantage, 55-48.
-JJ
But the Pirates fought back. Led by
Squire well's six straight points, East
Carolina closed the gap to 57-54 with 5:16

By Mark Charnock
staff writer

The disappointment on JMU women's
basketball coach Shelia Moorman's face
told the whole story.
Both the Dukes and East Carolina
brought undefeated ECAC South records
to the Convocation Center Monday, but it
was the Pirates Who left with a 70-67 overtime victory, and their mark still intact at
5-0. ECU'S overall record stands at 10-8,
while the Dukes fell to 3-1 in the conference
and 13-4 overall.
East Carolina came out quickly in the
first five minutes and used a good transition game to build an early 10-4 lead.
The Pirates extended that lead to 18-11
following two Lisa Squirewell baskets with
11:04 left to play in the half.
Moorman took a timeout at that point to
regroup.
*
East Carolina maintained a 5-point
margin, 24-19, as the two teams traded
baskets for the next three minutes. Then
the Dukes' inside game got started.
After two baskets by Sandy Broughton
and Alisa Harris, Flo Jackson stole an errant Pirate pass and was fouled before her
shot. She sank two free throws and JMU
remaining,
took a 25-24 lead with five minutes remainAccording to ECU head coach Emily
ing.
Manwaring,
Squirewdl's play was the key
"I was real pleased with the fire that our
to the entire second-half surge.
Staff photo by Stave Eaton kids showed in the first half when we got
JMU's Allsa Harris (left foreground)and Julie Franken battle down early," Moorman said.
Behind a string of eight unanswered
See WOMEN page 16 ►
with East Carolina players for rebound hi Monday's game.

Fencers off to good start with easy win
By Qreg McCormlck
staff writer

The JMU women's fencing team won its first
match of the season Tuesday night, defeating
Holbns College 14-2.
Leading JMU in the victory over Hollins were
senior Jackie Roller and junior Christy Parker,
both posting 4-0 records. Also for the Dukes,
juniors Janis Brooks and Jocelyn Hill were 3-1 and
2-0 respectively. Senior Lawana Shiffler was 1-1.
For those not familiar with fencing, each meet is
played in a round-robin format. Every member of
one team fences each member of the opposing
team. The team with the best overall record is the
victor.
Matches themselves last until one fencer has
recorded five touches against his opponent. If this
does not occur within a four minute time limit, the
fencer with the most touches against his opponent
is the winner.
A touch is defined as any time the point of the
sword lands on the valid target area of the opponent. This area generally includes the torso.
In order to help the directors (referees) decide if
a touch is valid, each fencer is wired to an dectrical
system. If the point of the sword hits in a valid
target area, a circuit is completed and a light
:

signals a valid touch. A second light conies on if
the touch is invalid.
Coach Jean Dalton said she was pleased with the
win and added that it would help her to reach,the
team goals.
"I'm more concerned with skill development
and seeing the girls improve their ability, rather
than with won-lost records," Dalton said. "We'd
also like to make a good showing in the state."
Competition this weekend could move the team
even closer to that goal. Beginning at 10 a.m.
Saturday, the Dukes face the University of
Virginia and Virginia Tech in a dual meet at Godwin Hall.
If the Dukes wishes to make a good showing
with what Dalton says is a "very young" team they
must do well against these teams.
There is also competition for the team on a
much higher level. Feb. 9 the Dukes travel to Penn
State, one of the top five teams in the nation last
year, for a four-team meet. The team then travds
to Annapolis, Md. Feb. 16 for a tri-meet against
Navy, Stevens Tech and Johns Hopkins. "It
should be a good experience," Dalton said.
In junior varsity action, the Dukes defeated
Hollins 8-4. Sandy Mohler, Carla McClanahan
and Nancy Gibson were all 2-0 for JMU.
. i

'

-

-.»'...—,

File photo

The fencing team Is 1-0 on the season.
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Wrestlers finish second place in state

VMI, N.C. State make for tough four days
By Geofl Polgl.aa
staff writer

(25-7), Art Whitaker (15-9) at 177
pounds and 190-pounder Phil Rice.
JMU also had three fourth place
finishers. They were: Jack Fitzgerald
(5-7) at 167 pounds, 134-pounder
Andy Gunning (12-9) and Rich
Widmer (12-12) at 126 pounds.
JMU, 12-0-1 in dual matches,
travels to Lexington tonight for a
match against VMI. Junior Tony

Gentile will once again meet Walker
hoping for his first career victory
over the Keydet. Gentile and Walker
have met three times before.
VMI is also undefeated this season
with a record of 6-0.
Tonight's match will just be a warmup in comparison to what JMU
will contend with this weekend. Sunday at 2 p.m. in Godwin Hall JMU

The JMU wrestling team placed
second in the Virginia Intercollegiate
League championships held last
weekend at Old Dominion University.
The University of Virginia won
the seven-team tournament with 85
total points. JMU finished with 61
points, while Virginia Military Institute scored 59 and three quarter
""" points to finish third. Old Dominion, Virginia Tech, William A
Mary and George Mason rounded
out the final standings.
JMU placed nine wrestlers in the
semi-finals, but only three advanced
to the championship round, with all
three of those wrestlers finishing second.
Jeff Bowyer (13-5), at 118 pounds
lost a 6-2 decision to Virginia's Hans
Hauser, while 150-pounder Tony
Gentile (13-3-1) lost 13-10 to rival
Ben Walker of VMI. Senior
heavyweight Dave Stanton (15-5-1)
finished the competition with a 1-1
tie against the Cavaliers* Roger
Mello, but Mello was awarded the
victory on criteria points.
Stanton and Mello are finding it
difficult to beat each other this
season. In two matches, they have
reached the end of regulation in a
draw.
JMU head coach Dick Besnier was
happy with his wrestlers' performance in the finals, but the fact that
six of his wrestlers lost in the semifinals was a disappointment. "I was
pleased with how our guys did in the
finals, but I expected our team to advance more (wrestlers) there."
Besnier said the team's performance in the semi-finals made winning the overall championship difficult. "We wrestled lousy in the
semi-finals and Virginia wrestled
Steff photo by Stephen Jaffe
well and that made it nearly impossible for us to win the tournament."
JMU sophomore Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer, a 118-poundar, takes down
Third place finishers for JMU
teammate Greg Copaland, also a sophomore 118-pounder In Tula"
were 158-pounder Brian Kurlander
v

.Women
•* (Continued from page 15)

With just over five minutes remaining, Manwaring called a
timeout to institute a new gameplan.
East Carolina packed in in the middle, giving the Dukes open jump
shots from the outside.
The jump shots that helped JMU
in the early part of the half suddenly
left and the Pirates took a 59-57 lead
on a Foster jumper with 2:40 remaining.
After Sue Manebki's shot was
blocked, Harris took the rebound
-and hit two of her team-high 15
points to tie the game for JMU.
The Dukes got the ball after an
ECU foul and Jackson promptly hit

a driving layup to give JMU the lead
with 1:18 left to play. However, it
was Foster again who hit an outside
jumper to send the two teams into
overtime, knotted at 61.
Moorman said she thought the key
to the Dukes' downfall in the second
half was the inability to hit the open
jumper.
"There was a period of time late
in the second half when they started
getting some transition baskets, and
we were slow getting back," she
said. "At the same time, our outside
shots stopped going.
"They really packed it back in
there,. and just gave us the jump
shot. They (the shots) were there and
we just couldn't hit them."
After Anderson and Jackson trad-

ed jumpers to start the period, the
Pirates scored five straight points to
take a 68-63 advantage with 33
wconds remaining.
The Dukes also were plagued by
foul trouble during the overtime
Period, as both Franken nd Manelski
fouled out with less than a minute to
go.
Jackson hit another running
jumper with 27 seconds remainina
only to be answsered by another
Foster fast-break bucket.
With two seconds remainina'in
overtime Jackson pumped in
another jumper, but it was too little
too late, as JMU suffered its first
conference loss of the season
There was a bright spot for the
Dukes as both Franken and Harris

will meet North Carolina State, 13-5
on the season and ranked 14th in the
nation.
•They (N.C. State) are good
everywhere," Besnier said. "They
don't really have any bad guys on
that team. There are going to be a lot
of good matches."
Top performers for N.C. State
have been 118-pound freshman Jim
Best (12-9); 150-pound sophomore
Scott Turner (13-4, ACC champion
at 142 last year); 167-pound senior
Gregg Fatool (19-2, ranked 6th in
the nation) and 190-pound freshman
Mike Lombardo (16-6).
Besnier looks for good matches at
118 between Bowyer and Best; at 150
between Gentile and Turner and at
190, with Rice going against Lombardo.
v
The Gentile-Turner match should
be a highlight.
"He (Turner) is a very good
wrestler," Besnier said. "It should
be a tough match for Tony, but it
will be a good one."
Earlier this season Turner
defeated Iowa's Jim Heffernan,
ranked first in the nation at the time.
With the nationally-ranked
Wolfpack coming to JMU, Besnier
hopes the team will see more fans in
what looks to be an exciting match.
"They are probably the best team
we've faced here at home ever. It
could be a tight match, it could be a
blowout. If we win the close matches
we will have a chance."
Earlier this week, Amateur
Wrestling News released its top-40
wrestling poll and JMU was not included, despite it's undefeated
record.
Besnier was surprised. "I'm disappointed that we aren't ranked since
west Point is number 31 and
Princeton is number 38 and we beat
both those teams earlier this year."
Perhaps that disappointment will
change to anger and give JMU's
wrestlers a bit of an advantage when
they go against VMI and N.C. State.

had career-high rebound totals of 16
!?d" ""prively. Moorman praised both efforts. •
"I think that they just made up
their minds that they could jump
with those people, and went up
strong and got the rebounds," she
said, "i can't say enought about
Ahsa s and Julie's job off the
boards."
Conversely, JMU's strong outside
shooung duo of Michde James, who
the 1000-pomt mark in her career,
and Manelski hit a combined total of
only eight field goals in 36 attempts.
Moorman believes that thTpoor
shooting performance could be attributed to fatigue.

«*■
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REE
REPORT
ACTIVITIES
AEROBICS — Aerobics are held Monday
through Thursday from 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in
the Sinclair Gym located in Godwin Hall.
Students, faculty, staff and their spouses are
all welcome.
OFFICIALS — A clinic will be held for softball officials February 18 at 5 p.m. in the
Sinclair Gym in Godwin Hall.
WEIGHTUFTING — A clinic will be conducted by Dee McDonough, women's head
field hockey and lacrosse coach, February 13
at 5 p.m. in Godwin 218. The clinic is open to
men and women, faculty, staff, students and
spouses.
APPLICATION DEADLINE
Anyone interested in a position with the
Recreational Activities staff for summer 1985
or the 1985-86 school year (i.e. intramural
assistant aerobics instructor, lifeguard,
recreational assistant, ofctaff writer) should
turn in an application to the rec. activities office, Godwin Hall 213, by Friday, Feb. 22.

THt

JMU travels to AU;
William and Mary
to visit Convo
The JMU men's basketball team will try to complete a three-game sweep of its road trip tonight
when they travel to American University.
Hie Dukes (9-9,3-3 in league play) won at UNCWilmington 68-64 Saturday, and then Monday
JMU beat host East Carolina 74-65. In the latter
contest, Eric Esch scored 19 points to lead four
JMU players in double figures.
Esch's output equaled his career-high set exactly
one year ago, also against ECU. Freshman guard
Robert Griffin pumped in 16 points while John
Newman added 13 and Eric "Boo" Brent chipped
in 10.
The Dukes used two second-half spurts to put
the game away. Trailing 33-31 early in the second
half, JMU out scored the Pirates 13-3 for a 44-36
lead. Moments later, with the score 45-40, the
Dukes scored 11 straight points for a comfortable
56-40 lead. From there, JMU coasted to the ECAC
South win.
The Dukes spent a lot time at the free throw line
against East Carolina. In the second half alone,
JMU hit 25-of-36 free throws. For the game, JMU
connected on 28-of-42 from the charity stripe.
The Dukes will try to break a three-way tie for
third place in the league with George Mason and
William and Mary tonight when they travel to Fort
Myer, Va. to play the Eagles.

I
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JMU defeated American 64-60 at the Convocation Center two weeks ago.
The Dukes return home this Saturday night at
7:30 when they play host to William and Mary.
The Indians (8-7, 3-3) played a non-conference
game last night against Delaware. William and
Mary is led in scoring by 6-foot-4 senior guard
Keith Cieplicki, who averages 17.7 points a game.
The Indians top rebounder and second-leading
score is 6-foot-6 forward Kevin Richardson.
The senior averages 7.2 rebounds and 12.1
points per contest.

Baseball
The JMU baseball team has been listed among
"Others to Watch" in Collegiate Baseball
magazine's pre-season poll.
The magazine listed what it considers the top 30
teams in the nation, and then gave recognition to
39 "Others to Watch" for the upcoming season.
The Dukes, 38-13 a year ago, were the only
Eastern College Athletic Conference South team to
be listed in the poll.
JMU returns 16 lettermen from last year's
squad, but only three of those were starters. That
shouldn't be a problem according to the magazine,
as it listed the Dukes' incoming class of freshman
as the 13th-best recruiting class.
JMU opens its season March 9 at Florida International, then plays March 10 at Miami (Fla.)
which is the seventh-ranked team in the nation by
Collegiate Baseball. Texas, last year's NCAA
runner-up is the top-ranked team in the poll.

(SLxecutim
ositions
0UTJCL
Applications for 1985-86 positions are now
being accepted at the UPB Office. Deadline
for applications is Feb. 7 and interviews are
Feb. 10.
The following positions are opening:
Special Events, Concert, Film (4)\, Publicity
(1)\, Travel, Cultural Awareness, House,
Tickets, Coffeehouse (1ft, and Secretary.
t Denotes number of assistant positions also open.

For more information call x6217.

i
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Viewpoint
Extra 'ref needed
-. .

"Where do referees come from?"
Like a small child Inquiring Into the origin of babies, JMU sports
fans have recently begun asking themselves this question after
Duke basketball games.
The quality of officiating prompts us to join Richmond basketball coach Dick Tarrant and ask a more helpful question: Where
can we get more referees? Tarrant called last Thursday's JMURlchmond basketball game a legitimate argument for the ECAC
South to adopt using three officials instead of two. We agree with
Tarrant.
But first, "Where do officials come from?"
Referees are assigned from Hyannis, Mass. and appointed by the
ECAC South commissioner to officiate certain games. Officials are
recruited and trained from high school basketball games and officiating camps. For each ECAC South conference basketball
game, referees are paid a $200 set wage plus a 40 cent per mile
travelling fee.
Current ECAC Conference rules stipulate that only two referees
are required to officate any conference game. Many other conferences, like the Atlantic Coast Conference, require three officials
for each contest.
JMU basketball coach Lou Campanelll commented that the most
frustrating thing to him this year has been
me lack of officiating
"consistency."
~~Some ECAC referees work In other basketball conferences that
require three officials per game. This results in a duty inconsistency from conference to conference that probably hurts officiating
consistency as well. It's harder for two men to officiate a basketball game than it is for three.
Both JMU athletic director Dean Ehlers and Campanelli believe
that, over all, the quality of officials this year has improved in comparison to last year. But both still think that the conference would
probably be wise to adopt the three referee system. «
Ehlers commented that "If the officiating is bad, we have to
make It better. And it's very difficult to officiate.... However, \ still
believe, and have for a long time believed, that the two most unbiased people in the building are the officials."
Adding one additional unbiased person would improve the
prestige and quality of conference officiating. It would save
students and coaches a few hairs.
The above editorial was written by Pat Wummer, The Breeze'seditorial editor and Is
the opinion of The Breeze's editorial board. '

Columnist predicts arms control accord
Wdl folks, the dreaded 1984 is behind us now
and, all and all, it wasn't a bad year.
The Olympics, elections, the Jacksons , Springsteen and Prince entertained us. A booming
economy kept most bf us fed and well. Disasters in
Africa and India shocked us. Continued repression
in South Africa and Eastern Europe angered us.
If nothing else 1984 was a year of contrasting
emotions. But what does 1985 hold in store?

• Book sales will increase dramatically as
Americans become fed up with television.
• The Edmonton Oilers will win the Stanley
Cup four games to three over the Washington
Capitals.

Down Under

t»Uii f?CCS ?iU retaliate militarily in response

The economy:
• The economy will continue to grow at a 4-5
percent rate.
__ • Two major industries will suffer reality shock
as the "voluntary" import quota on Japanese auto
imports is lifted and the much awaited shake-up in
the computer field takes place. •
Entertainment:

• Michael Jackson and Boy George will mercifully fade from the scene.
• "Dune" will replace "Heaven's Gate" as
Hollywood? all-time box office flop.

hi, H?J5?£?& ***** "^ continue to stumSlSVSS for direction. Out of the mess, Gov.
Chuck Robb and New Jersey Senator BUI Bradley
will emerge as major presidential contenders.
International «tui-* »AxHu contro1 negotiations will yield an agreement that both sides can live with but totally
satisfies no one.

Tom Conway w

on

^rican intcrests in the hBMt

JMU

dou»rPi!^Will,be revcalcd for a niulti-million
doUar bmldmg for the School of Business.
• A simplified tax plan will pass Congress much ordJnK5* off-camP« fraternities will be
to the chagrin of the American Bar Association One frtLT* ? ^P"8 or ,08e their charter.
fratenu,y Wlll challcnge ^ ^ ^ ^
and the National Association of Accountants.
• An educational reform movement led by
Texas billionaire H.RossPerot will gain popularity thrirrTrrsTSouy^^^^^^
by advocating a major de-emphasis of scholastic
0
sports on all levels.
National affairs:

X^*'*™ '"•*>'*'* *•»—
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Campusquote Bookstore expenses high
"How do you foal about the administration's proposal to fence In the
hill overlooking Madison Stadium Instead of building bleachers?"
"I feel that it will
take the excitement
from the game. A lot
of people like to sit
on the hill. I think
they should build the
bleachers."
Rlcardo Harrison
freshman
pre-buslness

"I think it's great.
The administration
can really do
whatever it wants
because it's their
hill."

To the editor.
I read with interest and amusement your Viewpoint in the Jan .24 issue of The Breeze. Although
book prices are discussed every semester and the
issue is becoming redundant, I feel compelled to
provide a different view.
Perhaps we should analyze the realistic angle of
business. Actual retail practices differ radically
from those depicted in business class. Imagine, for
example, the overhead of the JMU bookstore.
'As stated in the editorial, the prices on new
books in the bookstore are 20 percent more than
the wholesale price paid by the state. They also
"make" 25 percent on a used book. Out of this
profit are normal operating costs.
Although the bookstore is state run, specifically
by the university, they must pay rent for campus
center space. The employees must be paid, and like
all government employees.have benefits provided.
These are partially subsidized by the state.
Consider the freight costs to get books here and
to return the unsold ones. Last year, it cost the
bookstore $10,000 in postage just to return unsold

books. If a professor orders 100 books and only 60
people need the text, what happens to the other 40
copies? Many publishers will only accept 20 percent of an order for return, and therefore would
take back only 20 copies, with the bookstore absorbing the cost for the remainder, hoping the
book will be used the next semester. Last semester,
the bookstore offered about 1,500 titles. Many
were overordered and couldn't be returned.
All of these operating costs must come from this
20 to 25 percent markup we pay on books. The
bookstore actually clears a 1-3 percent profit after
overhead.
Instead of complaining about book prices, urge
your instructors to consider the cost of a book and
compare publishers before choosing an expensive
book. What do they know or care about book
prices if we don't tell them?

Sandra Savers
freshman
undeclared

TV-Film Center budget wanes

Jeff Larroca

junior
political science

"I don't think it
would be a good idea
because everybody
likes to sit on the hill
and there's a spirit
behind it that's a
tradition."
Ptggy Cushlng
freshman
dietetics

«• I think it's terrible.

It's a great tradition
for campus students
to go up there, get
together and have a
good time."
Victor Blythe
sophomore
psychology

Student responses in Campusquote are not
necessarily representative of the entire JMU
population.
Compiled by Cathy Sparkman-Photos by
Steve Eaton

To the editor.
Something deeply disturbing is stirring at JMU.
Deep within Harrison Hall, rooms 201-203 are
occupied by the JMU TV-Film Center. It's normally a bright and cheery place, but something
isn't right.
Why are people scowling and grumbling? Why
are cobwebs growing in the editing rooms?
Because classes are being cancelled. Advanced
video production classes are being wiped from student agendas. The opportunity to learn the
necessary marketable skills, the very reason
students attend college, is being snatched away
even from persons about to enter the job market.
The editing equipment works some of the time.
It breaks down, garbles videotape and takes up
precious time being repaired, most of the time.
The administrators say there is simply no money
in the budget to repair this costly equipment, much
less replace it. But why then are they thinking of
spending money to build new bleachers?
This is no small matter. It's our future. How are
we to find jobs and compete with graduates from

other universities — people who have nurtured
their skills through experience gained at their
media facilities — if we don't have the opportunity
to exercise our own newly acquired skills?
Something is very wrong. If it isn't attended to,
it will escalate and snowball into something deep,
dark and haunting. Do we at JMU want a tarnished image, one which turns the heads of prospective
students and steers them away 'from our once fine
Department of Communication Arts to other
universities? Of course we don't.
We challenge the university administration to
find a solution. Either reallocate budget funding in
our direction or provide a viable alternative for
the students.
In the end, it is the students who will ultimately
bear this burden.
Maria Forrey
senior
communication arts
42 other signatures

Anti-abortionist violence paradoxical
To the editor
Many students have expressed their antiabortion conviction in The Breeze and elsewhere.
The abortion issue seldom fails to arouse intense
emotions in the minds of Americans, either for
or against it.
In the past few months a hypocrisy among certain right-to-lifers has been revealed to me. The recent violence perpetrated by anti-abortionists is appalling: bombings, threats, kidnapping and even
the decapitation of an Alabama clinic employee's
pet cat.
s
The motivation is if the life of even one unborn
child is spared, it will all be worth it. Life is sacred.
But what about the cat's life? What about people
living in fear because their home is next to an abortion clinic or they work at one? What about when

somebody gets killed? Explosives are dangerous.
Sooner or later it's going to happen.
If these bombings continue, the people responsible are going to take a life .the very thing they profess to be fighting against.
Right-to-Lifers have always been meddlesome,
but this blatant compromise of their cause has proven them to be extremely dangerous as well.
It is unclear how people can really be sincere
about protecting fetuses when they display such
disregard for the rest of us. Those responsible for
this violence have a "right-to-life" sentences.
Marcella Smith
graduate student
history
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Campanellj versus the referees, fans
Confused fans

Losing his cool

To the editor:
We're writing as very loyal JMU basketball fans
who have a question which we're sure has crossed
the minds of many attending our home games. Is it
our imaginations or does there seem to be a problem with the quality of our officials? We're in
our second season of Duke basketball and the problem seems to have stayed with us. The nightmare
of last season's JMU Invitational Tournament still
lingers. Thank God our boys pulled it out.
But meanwhile, most fans in the Convocation
Center are frustrated by the inconsistency of the
officiating.
Are the referees appointed by the conference?
Where do they come from? How are they trained?
Why does the ECAC-South use only two officials
when I continually see almost every other Division
I conference using three?
We wrote this letter to The Breeze in anticipation of a reply, perhaps by the Sports and Public
Information Office or the basketball office. We're
sure many fans would like to know this information.
We're anxious to discover how other JMU fans
feel about this matter.
John M. Herlkson
sophomore
pre- business

t

To the editor
After reading the Jan. 24 issue of The Breeze, we
would like to comment on Lou Campanelli's statement concerning students throwing toilet paper
before games: "... I don't want us to resort to
toilet paper because it could cost us a technical foul
or a ball game."
At Thursday's game against the University of
Richmond, students threw toilet paper. However,
they did have the courtesy to throw it before the
game began.
To our dismay, Campanelli managed to lose his
cool early in the game and received a technical
foul. Two free throws were made, and two points
scored from the ensuing possession by Richmond.
These four points not only shifted the momentum
of the game, but also provided the winning margin
for Richmond.
We realize officiating doesn't always seem fair
or impartial, but' since the students haven't been
called for a technical foul, and there is no reason to
assume this will change, we hope coach Campanelli will spend more time worrying about keeping the Dukes in the ball game instead of the fans.
Afterall, the fans are still JMU's sixth man.
Wayne Lucclnonl
senior
accounting

Steve Qelger
sophomore
accounting

four other signatures
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YOU CAN EAT

PANCAKES
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Protect Your Body and Tan
With The Best Systems Available
Both UVA rays and UVB rays
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NOW OPEN

Sunday-Thursday
11 AM-M!dnight

Friday & Saturday
11 AM-2AM

^«ri<ie$(Hbiise

Annual Spring and Summer
Open House
Jan. 31- Feb. 2
2(yoff all Bridal, Bridesmaid, Flowergirl
and Mother's gowns, in stock or by
special order.
16 S. Main, Harrisonburg

434-WH

Take
Out

WE HAVE

^^BTO^

Authentic Hickory-Smoked Bar-B-Que
BEEF • PORK • CHICKEN • PLATTERS

ON-SITE CATERING AVAILABLE
Corner of

Cantrell &
Reservoir Sts.

(Beside Golden China Restaurant)

• Fwiy aquipoad kitcbanatiaa (wttn Win
apart mant compl««aa)

2 for $5.29

434-R2D2

r

Every
Weekend
is Parents'
Weekend
I Vi-Sat-Smi

Cc>llf><j«JParty Wnmk lnciud«a:
• Round trip i*t flioftt tram Hn Yo* or
BoMon. Add (20 from Saltimora.
$40 trom PniUMMtptua
• 7 nights In Oarmuda Cnotcs) ol lodging.
• Full txaaM.it and dtonar daily with
choica ol menu (with no** maa)

Maxell XL-290'3 & TDK-SA 90's
and/or 10 for $24.95

434-3278

OLLEGE WEEKS

MOVED!

TO 22nd WEST WATER STREET!

SANDWICHES • RIBS
Fries • Cob Corn • Slaw • Potato Salad • Cornbraad • Morel

COO

• Barmuda Collage WMU sponsored by
tht Dapartmonl ol Tourism. Fro* Htcn
parties, dance, berbeque lunches, Hv.
rock bands, harbour cruises
• Round I rip transfers Dale ssn Bermuda
airport and your accommodation*
• Discount moped rentals available
• On location professional tour ascorts
Don'! miaa out on trw bip o< MM yawl

Sheraton offer?, luxury rooms ai a vrry affordable
price Enjoy our indoor heated pool, Jacuzzi and
saunas. Dine in our r»»i award winning muuranLs
aid experience Scruples

Sheraton

Harrisonburg
Inn

Sand jour dapooN today.
tajsaatMaiatMaoas

"^

'is* + *'** *r * 11

fe-r»•—«~- aaaaaaaaaal:
aaaaaaaaa
ysr »fr?T y f *
life ==—sasassaa a
MprteaaaSiMtf%U>laantcaa-

see.

slaisaajssal.aiil—ds

M itadMon Awn-. Nsw Vo*. NV KJQ22 • (213) 34*4705

$15 Off

any regular
room rate
Unit line tjaipaai per Room lomaar laxupanrt
SlSdOnff sal*>-tKTUpanr< SHI IMS crffl \rK\alaj
oith an uthet furm "( uWiuni Cuunam expire*
Vpnl JK I'lMS IHKHI HiTfaiidMmlt iFnSal Sun I
n.mn •until! in j\ jilahtlm liwim*reotanil
■.Matt. niiM In- ffUrjnlml b> KM- night SUVOOMI nr
nua* tmki tan! number Vot jt aibhk- m gnaif*

Mutt be presented upon check in

Sheraton
Harrisonburg Inn
**> last Market Si. - Phunr (T«»)4VV2«I

-
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Office head overrules report on Meese
WASHINGTON (AP) The head of the Office
of Government Ethics overruled a report released came to the wrong conclusion on another part.
The report by staff attorneys F. Garty Davis
from two attorneys in the office that concluded
that Attorney General-designate Edwin Meese III and Nancy Feathers concluded that Meese may
have violated federal statutes prohibiting a federal
may have violated federal law.
employee
from taking gifts from another federal
David Martin informed the Senate Judiciary
employee
who
received less pay.
Committee last Thursday that no ethics violation
The
report
was made public as the Senate
by Meese occurred, never mentioning the staff
Judiciary
Committee
opened new hearings into
report, which was in news accounts Monday
Meese's
fitness
to
serve
as attorney general.
Martin reversed his staff report after showing
Last year the
,
* .
crohnuttee dropped action on
the internal study to White House counsel Fred
Meese's nomination after independent counsel
Hdding and Meese's lawyer Leonard Garment
Garment told reporters Monday that the ethics Jacob Stein was appointed to investigate allegaoffice staffers misread one part of the report and tions concerning Meese's financial dealings with
associates who later won federal jobs.

Meese got loans totaling $60,000 from John R.
McKean from June to December 1981. In October
1981, McKean was nominated to a seat on the
U.S. Postal Board of Governors.
Davis and Feathers also said there was "an appearance problem" with the help Meese received
from Thomas Barrack Jr. in the sale of Meese's
LaMesa, Calif, home. Barrack later was appointed to a high Interior Department post.
Meese was also questioned about his positions
on ethical behavior, prepublication clearance for
former government employees, civil rights, the
Legal Services Corporation, his legal bills and appointments of black judges.

Pentagon approves money
for Agent Orange cleanup

m

missile tests and eavesdrop on military and
Sharpton suggested Sunday that racial prejudice
diplomatic communications in much of Europe, tainted the grand jury's decision against bringing
Asia and Africa.
more serious charges than weapon possession.
EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE, Fla. (AP) The
Much more secrecy is expected when the Air
Pentagon has approved $3 million for cleaning up Force begins dispatching shuttles from a base it is Klrkpatrick resigns
Agent Orange, low-level radioactive wastes and constructing at Vandenberg Air Force Base, Calif. from post
spills of other hazardous materials here.
The Pentagon is considering opening up the
Air Force officials say they will ask at least $2 first Vandenberg launch early next year for press
WASHINGTON (AP) - After months of
million more to finish the job.
coverage. But after that, there may be no advance mystery about her future, U.N. Ambassador
The Eglin projects are part of a $112-million, public notice of a liftoff.
Jeane Kirkpatrick told President Reagan WednesAir Force-wide program that started here in 1981
day she is leaving the adminstration.
with the identification of potentially hazardous Reagan assures Rabin
Kirkpatrick said she is leaving to return to
sites, said Lt. Col. Richard A. Hartman, the of aid request
private life and resume teaching, writing and
base's enviornmental protection chief.
SP
Srni 0ut on ford«n Poucy issues.
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan
Eglin, which is responsible for developing and
She refused to say whether Reagan had offered
testing non-nuclear weapons, conducted tests of assured Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin ""Wfe **in me administration.
Wednesday that he would request about $1.8
Agent Orange during the Vietnam War.
Kirkpatrick said she tendered her resignation to
The defoliant contains the deadly toxic dicotin, billion in military aid to the economically hardRagantaameetmg
Dec. Ineffective March 1 or
which is linked to cancer and other aliments. It pressed country for next year.
sooner if a successor is chosen.
was used to clear jungles in Vietnam.
•JflSt?* "P"8*"3 a.compromise between the
W.4 billion Israel is receiving this year and the Baker confirmed
Institute residents
S2.2 billion it sought for 1986.
as Treasury Secretary
At the same time, Rabin said the administration
file dees-action suit
apparently would take no decision on economic
CHARLESTON, W.Va. (AP) - A group of aid. Israel asked for an $800 million emergency
Institute residents filed a $3 billion class-action appropriation as well as $1.9 billion for next year
Treasur r
Bate TrSTf-of *■*
suit Tuesday against Union Carbide Corp., claimMd four > djW£L ISSUVS
y«* chief of
Activist seeks
ing the company knowingly allowed the toxic
?C "°fuse staff • * *«H«g Jobs with Donald
chemical methyl isocyanate to leak from its
T. TRegan a former Wall Street executive
prosecution of Goetz
Kanawha Valley plant.
The swuch will take effect Monday
NEW YORK (AP) A federal prosecutor said
The suit, filed Tuesday in U.S. District Court in
Charleston, was brought by a man and two Monday he will meet with a black leader who
women who say they are acting on behalf of seeks prosecution of Bernhard Goetz in the subway shootings of four young men.
10,000 Institute residents.
U.S. Attorney Rudolph Giuliani said he would
It seeks $2 billion in punitive damages and Si
meet
Tuesday with the Rev. Al Sharpton, a black
Teen-ager to run
billion in compensatory damages.
activist,
and possibly other black and Hispanic
The suit contends that Union Carbide's Into village president
stitute plant has damaged residents' health, caused leaders who want the federal government to use
civil
rights
law
to
prosecute
Geek.
*% emotional distress and lowered property values in
Giuliani said a civil rights prosecution probably tOO^m^' ?' (AP) ~ *» """•"I "»> ^
the community.
would
require a showing that the shootings were ^her ^ Slo?nVf0tC• bUt thc 13-y««-old says he
It also said the company knowingly let MIC
e a
racially
motivated, that there was a conspiracy to run forthi
leak from the Institute plant.
» namCS
°n W? election Potions to
fesidc
violate
someone's
rights
or
that
there
was
a
wa«
I
JS.
*****
P
The suit is one of several filed against the comwage a serious campaign ncy and he intends to
wrongdoing
by
a
public
official
acting
"under
colpany since the Bhopal disaster by a team of at- or of the law."
torneys.
petitio^^^.Tf0"' but ' did not «« my
A grand jury Friday refused to indict Goetz for oWMhJSS ' d'd DOt want to delay the elec'attempted murder but did indict him on charges of
for the
2
More secrecy likely
possessing guns illegally.
In future shuttles
Goetz has admitted shooting the youths, saying
they demanded $5 from him on a subway train in sdSoni fS? of the studcnt council at w*
ed to wage a
CAPE CANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) — The veil of Manhattan on Dec. 22.
Ifc
^
ieai
campaign.
He
contends
that
the village*****
of 55 000
2
In a telephone conversation with a friend secrecy drawn over America's first military manned space flight may seem like nothing compared to taped the day before he surrendered to authorities &0bSnT r SC ™*-^£K53S
the curtain the Defense Department plans to lower on Dec. 31 in New Hampshire - Goetz said, "If SsSLTa °ff,cchold«. but opponents say
on future missions.
people would've been in my shoes, they would've
I£J2L
^Ulrc that he be of voting age.
d
PP n8 a
done
the
same
thing."
Air Force and NASA officials said they learned
oor^n L° ^
^ hand««n ban a!d supJerry
Nachman,
director
of
news
for
WNBCBoaS SI* ^"""l-tietive power for the V,lla£
much from the just-completed flight of space
shuttle Discovery, during which five military of- TV, said the station got the tape from sources he
Sar^olerTwithV0^ COn<*^ ™
would not reveal.
ficers deployed a spy satellite to monitor Soviet
with the 5K Ws'nat W,tC"in >"*** "*

y the way

™£?££r

^ ™ «5 *>

a
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Soviet Union renews call for treaty
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) — The Soviet
Union on Tuesday renewed its call for a treaty
barring the use of military force, but the United
States rejected the proposal.
At the opening meeting of this year's session of
the 35-natk>n European Security Conference, the
United States also reiterated its agreement, under
certain conditions, to reaffirm the principles banning force.
The security conference had been in recess since
Dec. 14. The conference, which groups the United
States and Canada, the Soviet Union and all European states except Albania, began a year ago.
Its basic aim is to reduce the risk of war through
misunderstanding or miscalculation.

Finnish officials find
Soviet missile wreckage
HELSINKI, Finland (AP) —
Finnish officials said Wednesday
they have found the wreckage of
the Soviet missile that strayed
from a military exercise last
month and that the Russian
words on it confirm it was a target
drone, not a cruise missile.
Pieces of the missile, hunted
ever since it strayed from Soviet
naval exercises in the Brents Sea

^v.

Oleg Grinevsky, the Soviet's chief delegate,
presented Moscow's "basic provisions" for a treaty banning the use of military force.
Its central element was "an obligation not to be
the first to use either nuclear or conventional arms
against each other, and hence, not to use military
force against each other at all..." Grinevsky said.
NATO holds that the Soviet bloc has a distinct
advantage in conventional forces facing the West,
particularly in tank numbers, according to
Western and independent military experts.
NATO officials say that while the alliance has
no agressive intentions, it must keep its options
open to use nuclear weapons should there be a
threat to overwhelm NATO teritory from the
East..

Dec. 28, were found on a frozen
Finnish lake.
The missile's flight, first over a
thinly populated area of northern
Norway and then ito Finland,
where it disappeared from radar
screens, caused a sensation when
it was initially described by
Norwegian officials as a stray
cruise missile.
The Soviet Union made an unprecedented apology to Norway
and Finland saying a target missle
had gone off course during firing
exercises.

HANOI, Vietnam (AP) — Vietnam's
foreign minister met Monday with the
secretary-general of the United Nations
and called on the U.N. to stop Cambodian
rebels from using camps full of civilian
refugees as military bases.
Foreign Minister Nguyen Co Thach
made the comment as he waited at the airport to greet Javier Perez de Cuellar, who
was making his first visit to Vietnam as
head of the United Nations.
The Vietnamese government, isolated by
most non-communist nations, hopes to
gain a measure of international acceptability and increase its foreign contacts as a
result of Perez de Cuellar's visit.

Oil ministers
clash at OPEC meeting
GENEVA, Switzerland (AP) —
Oil ministers clashed openly Monday as OPEC began an emergency
session and discussed a pair of
proposals that could cut the
cartel's base price for only the second time in its history.
Less than one hour after the
conference started, the oil
minister of the United Arab
Emiratges walked out, complaining that Nigeria was "stabbing

Sen. Madison Marye, who introduced the bill,
insisted that a 10-cent deposit on all beer and soft
drink containers would ensure that they would be
RICHMOND (AP) Front-seat motorists would returned to the retailer instead of tossed along the
have to buckle up or face a $25 fine under a seat roadside.
belt biU approved(Tuesday by a House committee.
Steve Walker of Reynolds Metals said Mayre's
The bill, introduced by Del. Sam Glassock's bill bottle bill would force it to shut down most of its
would apply only to front seat passengers in cars recycling operations.
Marye said it was clear industry was against a
equipped with seat belts.
The bin allows for three exemptions - medical bottle bill, but surveys have made it just as clear
reasons, rural mailmen and law enforcement of-' that a majority of Virginians endorse it.
Marye said the bill would save the consumers,
fleers transporting prisoners.
One of the arguments for the biU was that seat farmers, and the state money. It would also help
belts save not only the lives of those who wear create recycling jobs.
them but other motorists and pedestrians.
Robb accepts grant
Surveys have shown that only 20 percent of
motorists regularly use seat belts, despite educato aid Bay cleanup
tional programs to promote voluntary buckling
up, said John Hanna, safety director for the
RICHMOND (AP) Oov. Charles Robb acVirginia Division of Motor Vehicles.
cepted a federal grant Monday to assist state efThe federal Department of Transportation has forts in the cleanup of the Chesapeake Bay.
said that as of 1990, all cars will have to be equipThe governor said Virginia would apply the
ped with air bags or passive restraints unless states $875,000 grant tofts program for agricultural and
with two-thirds of the population pass mandatory urban land drainage pollution control.
With the new funds the Department of Conserseat belt laws by 1989.
vation and Historic Resources wiU be able to proBill banning
vide more technical and direct assistance to
farmers, undertake demonstration projects and
containers killed
conduct better education programs for the
RICHMOND (AP) A bill to ban the sale of benefits of conservation.
throw away beer and soft drink containers in
Under the 1983 Chesapeake Bay Agreement.
Virginia was killed Monday by the Senate Com- Maryland, Pennsylvania and the District of Colmittee on Agriculture, Conservation and Natural umbia also wUl receive federal grants. •
Resources.

Committee approves
seat belt measure

i

Cuellar meets with
Foreign minister

OPEC in the back" by exceeding
its production quota.
With the outbreak of acrimony
adding to existing doubts about
OPEC's ability to halt sliding oil
prices, petroleum traders in the
U.S. sent prices of the top
domestic crude briefly tumbling
below S25 a barrel for the first
time since 1979.
Each drop of $1 a barrel in the
price of oil is equivalent to a two
and a half cent reduction in the
price of a gallon of petroleum
products such as gas.

Court upholds Turner
death sentence
RICHMOND (AP) A federal appeals court
Monday upheld the death sentence of Willie Lloyd
Turner for the shotgun murder of a Franklin
jewlery store owner.
Turner was convicted of the Jury 12, 1978
murder of W. Jack Smith.
According to evidence at the trial, Turner
entered the store with a sawed-off shotgun and
demanded money and jewelry from Smith.
Turner disarmed a police officer who entered
the store, shot Smith once and wounded him and
then, despite the policeman's plea, shot Smith two
more times.
Turner had contended that since he is black and
Smith was white, potential jurors should have
been questioned to determine if they held any
racial prejudice.
The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that a
criminal defendant has a right to question potential jurors about racial bias only when "special circumstances exist."
Turner argued the charge of capital murder
alone constitutes a "special circumstance."
Turner also claimed his lawyers mishandled the
psychiatric evidence presented during the sentencing phase of his trial.
The appeals court found (hat.Turner's attorneys
"did a professional job rn every sense of the
word."
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MIDWAY MARKET & DELI
157 Warsaw Avenue
New Expanded
Hours &
Deliveries
'til 1 a.m.

Beer

Returnables & Kegs

Budweiser 12 pk. (reg. and light). .$4.99
Coors 12 pk. (reg. and light)
$4.99
Lite or Miller 12 pk
$4.99
Molson ale, beer, golden
$3.19
Moosehead
$3.39
Heineken, (reg., dark and Amstel). $3.69
Busch or Natural 6 pk
$2.29
Busch or Natural 12 pk
$4.59
Old Milwaukee (reg. and light)
6pk
$2.29
Old Milwaukee (reg. and light)
12 pk
..$4.59
Strohs(reg. and light) 6 pk
$2.29
Strohs(reg. and light) 12 pk
. .4.59
Goebels 6 pk
.'. .$1.69
Goebels 12 pk
$2.99
Black Label (cans) case
.
$4.79
Golden Hawk Malt Liqueur 6 pk... $1.39
Golden Hawk Malt Liqueur case.$4.79

RETURNABLES (24) plus deposit
National Boh
$5.99
Busch
$8.99
Coors (reg. and light)
$9.89

KEGS
Old Mill
Coors
Bud
Busch
Strohs
Schaeffer

Vk $16.99
.... /4 $22.99
1/4 $23.99

Vz
Vz
Vz
Vz

$27.99
$34.99
$38.99
$28.99
$27.99
1
/2$24.99

1

^->^™

Hours: Deli and Market
Monday thru Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 a.m.
Sunday 11 a.m. to 1 a.m.

Phones: Market
Deli
Deli
434-7948 434-2296 434-1480

Delivery Daily 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. to 1 a. m.

Not*: All deliveries-- call Deli
Delivery: In addition to sub and other deli foods we can now deliver anything from the market including
alcoholic beverages, cigarettes, chips, soft drinks, etc., etc., etc., Also, you DO NOT need to order from
the Deli in order to have anything from the market delivered.
NOTE: Anyone purchasing alcohol MUST have a VALID, CURRENT PICTURE I.D. (Drivers license)
available for delivery person. NO I.D. - NO BEER! Allow approximately 30 minutes for delivery Delivery
charges 25 cents per salad, sub, six pack.
'
'
4

Note: 6 packs only - slightly higher. No delivery on kegs at this time.
'.TTT? SAVE:A LOT COUPON

Z2 SAVEALOT COUPON TTTTT

w

FREE
:■

EREE

12 oz. SOFT DRINK
WITH e' SUB

16 oz. SOFT DRINK
WITH 10' SUB

SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag. ft Dial). Sprilt. Mr Pibb
*-\U«lt
E.xpl
I Coupon/Sub
2/

SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag. ft DutJ. Spill*. Mr Pibb
LMt
Exilri.
I Coupon/Sub
2/15/85

———
rm
SAVE A-LOT COUPON

*TTt! SAVE A LOT COUPON ^

FREE

'■

>•

12 oz. SOFT DRINK

I-

WITH 6* SUB

!•

SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag. a Oi*t), Sprit*. Mr Pibb.

>■

III

Limit
Coupon/Sub
^F

12 SAVEALOT

;rrz: SAVEA LOT COUPON r?

FREE

12 oz. SOFT DRINK

16 oz. SOFT DRINK

WITH 6' SUB

WITH 10' SUB

;U SAVE A LOT COUPON zzzr.li

I

22 SAVEALOT COUPON Uii

FREE
SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag. ft Deal). Sprit*. Mr PIDD
LMt
Explr*i
2/15/85
Ll Coupon/Sub

ZZ SAVEALOT COUPONf^
'■

■

I Coupon/Sub

2/15/65

M

>■

►I

i.

H
'I
H
►I

H
Explrai
2/15/85 •I
- H
CQUPONTIT Til

71 SAVEA LOT COUPON

IMMI

FREE
WITH 6' SUB

1

FREE
16 oz. SOFT DRINK
WITH 10' SUB
SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag ft Dial). Sp.it*. Mr Pea

LMt
I Coupon/Sub

Explrtt
2/15/85

1K1Z.Z.1 <AVE-A-LOT COUPON

m

«*

12 oz. SOFT DRINK

SOFT DRINKS.
Cok. (Rag. & Dial). Sprit*. Mr Pibb
LMt
Eipiri*

"^jf ^1 SAVEALOT COUPON I

Iff

SOFT DRINKS
Cok* (R*g. ft Dial). Sprit*. Mr Pibb.
Limit
Explr*.
Coupon/Sub
2/15/85

2 SAVEALOT COUPON IZZxi

FREE
16 oz. SOFT DRINK
WITH 10' SUB
SOFT DRINKS:
Cok* (Rag ft Dial). Sprit* Mr Pibb

,„"""

E.alr..

i. _! Coupon/Sub

2/15/85

MmM

